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information for
professional excellence

The Charter of the National Education Association states the
purpose of the nation's largest Independent professional organiza-
tion: "To elevate the character and advance the interests of the
profession of teaching and to promote the cause of education in
the United States."

Through its program of Instruction and Professional Development,
the NEA has a growing commitment to professional excellence,
a commitment that can only be realized by well-informed members
who ultimately will take the necessary, concerted action to achieve
this goal. But information, knowledge, and understanding are
essential to the success of any action program to reach this goal.
Accordingly, documents such as this have been prepared for a
better Informed membership.

At a time when information has become the currency of con-
temporary society, our ability to gather, handle, and process this
information will to a large degree determine the direction of our
profession and the quality of its policy.

A major activity of the NEA's program for Instruction and Profes-
sional Development, therefore, has to.do with the "processing" of
information in a continuing effort to provide members with a syn-
thesis of the best, the most reliable, and the most useful information
related to the goal of professional excellence.

Your comments are invited on this document and on other IPD
program activities. Also, your suggestions of other information
topics for future consideration will be most welcome. For more In-
formation about our program on professional excellence, write or
call Instruction and Professional Development, National Education
Association, 1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036.
Phone: (202) 833-4337.

Dave Darland, acting director
Instruction & Professional

Development
National Educatiorf Aisociation

r



THE EVALUATION OP TEACRERS

This document has been prepared by the
Instruction and Professional Develop-
ment Staff of the National Education As
sociation. It represents one part of an
information package on this topic.
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PREFACE

The several components of this package on the

evaluation of teachers and educational programs are

designed to help affiliates deal constructively with

the subject. The issue of evaluation continues to

intensify as state legislatures increasingly mandato

that evaluation systems be imposed throughout the state

to measure the performance of teachers and other pro-

fessionals in education. The mandates pay little or

no attention to either an assessment of available

human and material resources or the conditions under

which teachers work. These emerging evaluation

systems, in essence, hold teachers accountable for some

predetermined standards, such as student achievement

and/or local codes of behavior. In many instances

such predetermined standards or criteria endanger

the status and security of employment and the free

exercise of mature professional judgment which teachers,

like other professionals, should be afforded. The com-

ponents of this package respond to this danger. They

state and clarify some of the issues that affiliates

must confront and then suggest action approaches for

the membership to consider in improving existing

evaluation systems.



COMPONENTS OF THE PACKAGE AND
HOW THEY CAN BE USED

The first component, NEA Resolution C-6, "Evaluation

and Subjective Ratings," has given impetus for pro-

grams at the national level and direction for local

association involvement.

The "Introduction" develops a three-part framework

for evaluation. It was written by Bernard McKenna

of the IPD staff whose contention is that evaluation

of professionals cannot be isolated from the ongoing

evaluation of human and material resources for the

whole educational enterprise. Other issues deal

with "who shall evaluate" and the "purposes and

objectives of evaluation."

The IPD Briefing Memo, "The Evaluation of Teachers,"

is one of a continuing series. The purpose of each

Memo is to provide teachers with information on

critical issues in capsule form. The Memo in this

package gives an overview of the subject of teacher

evaluation and raises important questions that mem-

bers will want to consider as they deal with the

issue. It may be duplicated and distributed to mem-

bers at the local level.
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The graphic entitled "Components for Evaluation:

Program, Performance, Outcomes" and accompanying

audio cassette (separate enclosure) are for use in

workshop settings to initiate and promote membership

involvement to improve existing evaluation systems or

to develop new systems. The graphic copy is suitable

for making a transparency and for duplicating so that

each person in a session has a copy. The audio

cassette is a discussion about the components illus-

trated in the graphic.

Note that there are three other related graphics:

"Paradigm of Components for Program and Performance

Assessment," "Who Shall Evaluate?" and "Some Types

of Evaluation Systems." These are essentially self-

explanatory and can be duplicated and/or made into

transparencies. For further explanation, see page 27.

The sheet entitled "Questions for Determining the

Effectiveness of an Evaluation System" is for work-

shop use in criticizing existing evaluation instru-

ments and procedures with which the workshop partici-

pants are familiar. Activities using this paper

can help determine weaknesses and point up areas where

change is needed.



For a more in-depth and critical look at the total

evaluation system of a school district, use "The Early

Warning Kit on the Evaluation of Teachers" (separate

enclosure). Its purposes are to stimulate discussion

on ways teachers are being evaluated, assess the appro-

priateness of instruments being used, and look at

teacher accountability, due process, and proper use of

evaluation results. The Kit includes directions for

one- and two-hour workshops.

Another item for use in setting direction for local

action is "Stages in Developing an Evaluation pro-

gram. ,1
Depending on where an affiliate is and

how it chooses to become involved in adapting or

developing an evaluation system, this paper offers

options for appropriate action.

Three components of the package deal with the legal

aspects of evaluation and due process in collective

bargaining. They are "Illustrative Article XVI,

Teacher Evaluation"; "Gouverneur, New York (Procedural

Agreements)"; and "Evaluation and Due Process: Legal

Aspects," by Everette De Vaughn.

1This paper is in working draft form. After assessing
its usefulnoss in your own situation, you are invited to
send suggestions for revision and use to Bernard McKenna,
NEA-IPD.
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The illustrated contract language has been expertly

developed and in some instances, tested.2 Obviously,

not all items and references are significant or useful

in all situations where the evaluation of professionals

in education is a negotiable item. Appropriate con-

tract language will vary depending upon district,

county, and state policies, mandates, and laws govern-

ing collective bargaining, negotiations, and specific

provisions of a contract.

In "A Context for Teacher Evaluation," McKenna pre-

sents a framework complementary to that offered in

his intraduction to this package.

The IPD Information document entitled "Evaluation of

Teacher Performance and School Programs: An Anno-

tated Bibliography" was compiled in an effort to

help affiliates and their members examine the issues

in more detail.

2
For legal references and citations of cases that have
been tested in state courts, see Wollett, Donald H.,
and Chanin, Robert H. The Law and Practice of Teacher
Negotiations. Bureau of National Affairs. 1974
Supplement, "Illustrative Article XVII, Teacher Eval-
uation."



NEA Continuing Resolution
C-6. Evaluation and
Subjective Ratings

The National Education Association believes
that it is a major responsibility of educators
to participate in the evaluation of the quality of
their services. To enable educators to meet this
responsibility more effectively, the Association
calls for continued research and experimentation
to develop means of objective evaluation of the
perforoance of all educators, including identifi-
cation of (a) factors that determine professional
competence; (b) factors that determine the effec-
tiveness of competent professionals; (c) methods
of evaluating effective professional service; and
(d) methods of recognizing effective professional
service through self-realization, personal status,
and salary.

The Association also believes that evaluations
should be conducted for the purpose of improvement
of performance and quality of instruction offer-
ed to pupils, based upon written criteria and
following procedures mutually developed by and
acceptable to the teacher association, the adminis-
tration and the governing board.

The Association insists that the evaluation
program must recognize the rights of the educator
who is evaluated. These include the right to:.

a. Information concerning the
evaluation procedure of the
school district or institution.

b. Open evaluation without subterfuge
and advance notice of evaluation
visits with discussion of the
teacher's goals and methods.

c. Evaluation at least in part by
peers skilled in the teacher's
professional or subject area.

d. Consultation in timely fashion
after a formal evaluation visit
and receipt of and opportunity
to acknowledge in writing any
formal evaluation report prior to
placement in a personnel file.

e. Evaluation reports which assess
strengths, note progress, indicate
remaining deficiencies and suggest
specific measures the teacher can
take to overcome indicated
deficiencies.

f. Participation in a professional
development program including
such activities as appropriate
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counseling and supportive ser-
vices, released time for
in-service work, and opportunity
to obserVe or seek and give
assistance .to other teachers in
classroom settings other than
one's own.

g. Access to all items in the educa-
tor's personnel file (except
privileged communications
relating to his initial employ-
ment in the school system or
college or university), review of
material prior to placement in
the file, opportunity to attach
a written response, and access to
a procedure to remove inappro-
priate, unfounded material.

h. Supervision which is constructive,
provides an opportunity to correct
deficiencies, takes into account
the variety of learning and teach-
ing environmental factors, and
emphasizes career development of
the professional educator.

The Association believes that examinations
such as the National Teacher Examination must
not be used as a condition of employment or &method
for evaluating educators in service for pi poses such
as salary, tenure, retention, or promotion.
(69, 70, 72, 73)
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INTRODUCTION

/t has been said that the development of valid and

reliable evaluation systems for assuring accountabinty of

the educational enterprise will be more difficult than

getting to the moon. It may be even more complex than that

because its achievement will require the accountability of

many others in addition to teachers: supervisors for

creating a climate conducive to professional success and

growth; boards of education and communities for providing

resources and working conditions essential to assure that

all children learn; and parents for sending the student to

school physically and emotionally prepared to learn and

for providing a follow-up climate at home that will preserve,

enhance, and build on school learning. In this context,

the evaluation of educators becomes but one aspect of the

broader concept of accountability which has application

both in and out of the educational establishments.

A Framework for Evaluation

Several paradigms have been suggested for evaluation.

One that is comprehensive yet easily understood is based on

aspects to be measured and has likely been adapted from

business and industry. It is a three-category delineation:

program and conditions, staff performance, and student

outcomes.

Program and conditions refers to the resources (both

material and human) and conditions required for achieving
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goals and producing high-quality instruction. One such

measure that has been employed with some success over the

years is dollars spent per pupil in a school system; another

is numbers of professional staff per 1,000 students; yet

another is status characteristics of the staff--years of

education, degrees held, and so on. Also included in this

category are such things as material resources (books, tech-

nological devices, and the like), special services (psycho-

logical, health, remedial), time to teach, decision-making

authority of teachers on curriculum matters, opportunity for

in-service education, and physical facilities such as build-

ings. Input measures have not typically been used to evaluate

individual educators, although some of the status characteristics

studies of teachers tend in that direction.1'2

Staff performanoe has to do with those activities

carried out by educators either in direct interaction with

students or which are believed to contribute indirectly to

student learning. Most often measured in this category are

teacher classroom behaviors such as lecturing, asking ques-

tions, and summarizing. Recent emphasis has been on eval-

uating the teaching process, on the part of both

iRyans, David G. Characteristics of Teachers--Their
Description, Comparison, and Appraisal: A Research Study.
Washington: American Council on Education, 1960. 416 pp.

2McKenna, Bernard H. Staffing the Schools. New York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1965.
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researchers and developers of evaluation systems and school

administrators using homemade check lists for classroom

observation.

Student outcomes used in the educational context refers

to what students know, understand, are able to do, or believe.

Measures of this sort attempt to assess one or more of these

student learnings which are expected to result from school

experience.

Product measures have long been applied to students in

the form of achievement tests, and more recently through

such affectively oriented devices as personality and attitude

inventories. Measures of student achievement in subject

matter content continue to be highly important indexes of

the school's success ir, the minds of the public. Con-

currence on the part of both public and profession that the

promotion of cognitive learnings is only one of the school's

important priorities has not altered this priority much

in the view of parents. The literature begins to reflect

an emphasis on performance-type measures for evaluating

student outcomes as compared to paper-and-pencil tests,

although performance outcomes themselves may be reflected

in the conventional verbal skills of reading and writing.

Obviously, program and conditions, staff performance

and student outcomes are closely and inextricably related.

And wholesomeness in one area might be expected to flow

from the other. That is, if the condition of professional
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staff is of high quality, staff performance might also be

expected %o be superior and the resultant effects on

student outcomes should then be of high quality.

A difficult problem in educational measurement has boen

to attribute improved student learnings to one teaching

performance or the other. Except for a few specific and

limited objectives, no single process or combination of

teaching performances has been proved conclusively to result

in improved student learning.3 Unquestionably, this is a

crucial area for study and development. Until educators

can demonstrate successfully that particular performances

result in improved learnings, it will continue to be diffi-

cult to justify the processes.

In the meantime, and even when good performances have

been demonstrated to produce good outcomes, it will be

important to continue to value highly the process itself.

The Continued Importance of Process

The long-time argument about the relative emphasis on

means and ends becomes relevant in any consideration of

evaluation of the process of education. Are the ends with

students--what they know or are able to do as a result of

schooling--so important that almost any means is justifiable

3Rosenshine, Barak. Teaching Behaviors and Student
Achievement. New York: Humanities Press, 1971. 229 pp.
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in attaining them? Obviously, processes that are unjust,

inhumane, or deleterious to health are insupportable. Beyond

those, there is the question of the process itself as an

entity. After all, most students spend nearly half their

active waking time in school over a period of twelve or

more years. Should not the processes employed during such

a lengthy segment of one's life be characterized by full and

self-satisfying living? If, in John Dewey's words, education

is life, shouldn't this period be an example of the best

of the good life?

A recent survey of several thousand secondary students

concluded that millions of youth are not developing an

affinity to the democratic process because they do not experi-

ence the democratic process to any meaningful degree during

their school years. This is a serious indictment. When

coupled with other evidences of lack of student involvement

in decisions that affect their lives, it should lead to

serious consideration of the nature of the process itself

as highly important.

When the estimate is taken into account that during

their school years students spend about as many hours

viewing television as they do attending schools, the process

becomes even more crucial. If for twelve years all students'

waking hours are spent mostly in school or before the tube,

it becomes critical that the process of education assures

relevant and fulfilling real-life experiences.



Who Shall De Involved?

Another framework for considering the evaluation of educators

is based on who shall carry it out. As it is now, the eval-

uation of those who work directly with children (mainly class-

room teachers) is almost exclusively conducted by principals

or other similar supervisory personnel. Only recently have

proposals been made for, and some meager implementation

effected on, broader involvement, including peers, students,

outside auditing groups, and the community. And self-

evaluation has rarely been encouraged as a means of assessing

the achievement of goals and improving the educational pro-

cess.

It would appear that a comprehensive evaluation program

would not only employ the multiple criteria of program and

conditions, staff performance, and student outcomes but

would also broadly involve all those who are affected by it.

The involvement of several levels and types of personnel in

determining purposes, developing procedures, and implementing

programs of evaluation would require that infinitely greater

priority and resources be given to this activity than almost

any school system has achieved. And it would require talented

personnel, time, and funds.

The Importance of Clear Objectives

The evaluation of teaching is not likely to be very

productive unless those who evaluate understand--and their

criteria, processes, and instruments reflect--the educational
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purposes in specific situations. Both performance and

outcome measures naed to be tied directly to the educational

purpose at hand. Most evaluation systems have far to go to

achieve this state of sophistication. Particularly signifi-

cant in this respect are the shortcomings of present outcome

measures (mainly standardized achievement tests): their

overemphasis on the cognitive, their inability to relate

learnings to behavior and attitude change, and their doubtful

worth as instruments for diagnosis, remediation, and the like.

The literature begins to reflect consideration of

performance objectives and criterion - referenced (objectives-

referenced) tests as alternatives that will correct some of

these deficiencies. But these are not well developed and have

been insufficiently tested and tried. Unless they are

thoroughly researched and developed and meticulously field-

tested and evaluated, they may do little to alleviate the

advantages of traditional outcome measures.

When the Moon Has Been Reached, What
Will Be the Configuration?

A summarization of the foregoing points indicates that

to reach the millenium in teacher evaluation will require:

1. Employment of multiple criteria: program and

conditions, staff performance, and student outcomes.

2. Involvement of all those affected in determining

purposes and processes, as well as in implementa-

tion and interpretation: teachers, administrators,
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students, the community, and independent outside

auditors.

3. The consideration of the process as a viable end

in itself.

4. Agreement on clear, specific, and measurable objec-

tives.

5. Valuing the process as an important entity.

--Bernard H. McKenna
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INSTRUCTION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

THE EVALUATION OF TEACHERS

Most adults in the United States have spent many years in school,
and today one out of every three people in the country is in school as
a student or a teacher, sometimes both. One re.lult of this basically
healthy educational immersion is that nearly everyone has a personal
and often "expert" opinion about teaching, teachers, and ways to im-
prove schools. Such interest, of course, is essential for the support
of public education in a pluralistic and democratic society

Largely because of their past experience in school, some of these
:pelf- appointed educational experts are now leaders in professions other
than teaching. And so, the more articulate of these accountants, ad-
mirals, businessmen, dentists, lawyers, legislators, longshoremen, and
systems analysts have publicly proposed changes they sincerely believe
will improve schools. One notorious recent result of this phenomenon
is a growing number of state laws calling for teacher evaluation, often
as part of larger efforts to make schools accountable. In principle
this is neither new nor bad, but difficulties often arise since solu-
tions to this complex problem are usually simple, neat, and wrong.

There is general agreement on the need for some kind of an even-
handed, equitable evaluation of teachers and teaching. How else, for
example, can decisions be made for individualized continuing profes-
sional development? And how can a curriculum, or for that matter A
school, be improved without some attention to the quality of instruc-
tion?

The Teaching Environment

The last question raises the very important issue of the degree
to which the evaluation of a teacher can, or should, be isolated from
an evaluation of the system in which that teacher must teach. In its
Continuing Resolution (C-6) on the evaluation and subjective rating of
teachers the NEA calls for evaluation that will include "factors that

0
determine the effectiveness of competent professionals." Obviously
these factors may include such program constraints on a particular
teacher as the number of students, quality of curriculum, time to teach,
instructional materials, the character of the community, the caliber of
school management and supervision, and available opportunities for on-
the-job teacher education.
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It is increasingly difficult to practice any profession today
without adequate tools, support systems, an information network for
continuing in-service professional growth, and some agreement about
goals. This fact is particularly obvious to public school teachers
who sometimes find themselves immersed in a large bureaucratic organ-
ization that is unable or unwilling to state clearly its goals and ob-
jectives.

Without clear goals, objectives, and well-defined out-
comes--outcomes measurable through systems that assess
the degree to which they are achieved--the evaluation
of the effects of pro ram and (teacher) performance is
next to impossible. (1.)

On the complex cause-and-effect aspects of this question, it
should be kept clearly in mind that practical strategies for evaluation
of the curriculum simply have not been developed. Further, when in-
structional practice is viewed as an educational system, valid Judgment
about cause and effect are almost impossible to document, and "the pos-
sibilities for systematic evaluation are very few." (2.) There is a
marked lack of knowledge about the relationship between teacher behavior
and student learning.

Teachers are bein evaluated ever dayleakite,the facts that
s man1) it is seldom poss e to adequa e y assess tiiilt-757ht arts of

the environment in which they must teach al727 2) it is o v ous un-
fair to evaluate teachers in isaalion from an assessment of ha en-
vironment.

Three Parts of Teacher Evaluation

To reduce these complexities to manageable components, McKenna
(1.) has developed a three-part model which assumes clearly stated
goals, objectives, and well-defined outcomes both for school programs
and for teacher evaluation. The three specific dimensions of such an
evaluation procebs are:

1. Program, ranging from economic resources and fiscal effort of the
local school district to student characteristics and their readi-
ness to learn;

2. Performance, including knowledge of subject matter, teaching-
learning sfrategies, plus such adjunct activities as planning,
evaluating, and community relations; and

3. Learning outcomes, involving the difficult matter of translating
r..tate learning objectives into observable phenomena such as knowl-
edge, behavior, attitude, skill, etc. Plus attention to the fact
that the education of students is increasingly shared by agencies
beyond the school.

McKenna also suggests that "evaluation be based on multiple indices
and involve a wide variety of personnel in the process."
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The NEA believes that "educational practitioners at all levels
should be involved when school programs are evaluated" (Resolution

,

73-24), When teachers and their local association leaders partici-
pate--as they should participate when and if such evaluation pro-
cesses have begun--their influence and their public image will be
shaped to a large degree by their knowledge and understanding of the
many-sided issues of evaluation.

More Questions Than Answers

There is agreement that some kind of teacher evaluation is neces-
sary. There is something less than agreement over the answers to
questions such as these:

1, What should be the purpose of teacher evaluation?

2. What will be assessed? In other words, what criteria should be
applied in such an evaluation?

3. To what degree can evaluation of a teacher be separate from an
evaluation of the instructional program within which that teacher
must work?

4. How will the results be used, and by whom?

5. Will results pose a threat to the teacher who is evaluated?

6. To what degree will the teacher being evaluated have involvement
in planning and in constructive follow-up activities to improve
performance?

7. How long does it take to evaluate a teacher?

8. How will evaluation be done, and how often?

9. Who is qualified to make such an evaluation?

10. Who will evaluate the evaluator?

Even a hurried consideration of these questions -- and you may have
more of your own -- will raise a number of fundamental issues for both
the teaching profession and the public it serves.

The first question, on ur ose, is central and must be carefully
considered and clearly answered the other questions are to make any
sense, have a rational purpose, and be something more than a red her-
ring on the local association agenda.

The NEA believes that "it is a major responsibility of educators to
participate in the evaluation of the quality of their services .

for the ur ose of improvement of performance and ualit of instruction
. ResoiutTlin C-b, emphasTE added.] Teaairs have good reason to

be critical -- yes, even militant -- about any other stated or implied
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purpose for teacher evaluation. Such a professional stance becomes
increasingly reasonable when present efforts to solve the complexi-
ties of teacher evaluation are viewed objectively for what they really
are today -- hopeful, experimental beginnings that are sometimes con-
structive and sometimes destructive to the human beings involved.

more evidence is needed on the present state of such evalua-
tion, ,a recent survey of all Ohio school administrators indicates
their near-unanimous view that persons responsible for evaluating
teachers in their school systems lack adequate training for the work.
This study; by an independent commission (3.), reports: "There is lit-
tle constructive evaluation of experienced teachers in Ohio."

"Evaluation should be something that teachers anticipate and want,"
says NEA President Helen Wise, "because it gives them a way to look at
what they are doing and how they can improve." However, when such
evaluation procedures have negative rather than positive purposes --
when evaluation is punitive rather than rewarding, destructive rather
than constructive --.then teachers need protection. It is, therefore,
essential that any evaluation plan, agreement, or contract give some
attention to purpose and that it include sound procedures for due
process and grievance machinery. Teacher evaluation -- which, as we
have already seen, operates at best on shaky foundations -- must in-
clude a process that is fair and humane with justice for all.

If the operational consequences of a school's goals are to be eval-
uated in human terms and if this evaluation is to move beyond the in-
grown rituals of the testing-rating game, a fresh and much more compre-
hensive approach to the complicated problems of evaluation will be nee-

A

essary. Evaluation, which is at the heart of educational accountability,
will come only at a price, a price that will involve effort, money,
time, talent, and thought.
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ment has not been copyrighted and permission is granted
herewith to members of the United Teaching Profession who
may reproduce it In full or In part for non - commercial use
provided credit is given to the NEA.
For information on other Briefing Memo topics, write or call
the information Center, Instruction and Professional Devel-
opment, National Education Association, 1201 16th Street,
N.W., Washington, D. C. 20038. Phone: (202) 833.4337.
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

The artwork page immediately following,

"Paradigm of Components for Program and Performance

Assessment," points out the factors that should be

present to build an effective evaluation system for

teacher performance and school programs. The design

illustrates the need for a continuous review of the

whole evaluation process.

The last two graphics are "Who Shall Evaluate?"

and "Some Types of Evaluation Systems." The first

is self-explanatory and the second describes a

variety of systems that go beyond homemade checklists

which are typically used. Among them are commercial

systems that have been researched and field tested

and are purported to be reliable and valid.* Two

audio cassettes to accompany these graphics are

available from NEA-IPD on a loan basis only and may

be reproduced by the borrower for workshop use.

*
Sample sets of some systems can be purchased at mini-
mal cost from the publisher. NEA-IPD has published a
booklet entitled "Abstracts of Evaluation Systems"
which describes 13 systems and where to get them. It
is available on request to affiliates interested in
examining optional approaches to teacher evaluation.
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WHO

SHALL

EVALUATE?

SELF

PEER

SUPERVISOR
STUDENT

PARENT

THE COMMUNITY

PRESSURE GROUPS

OTHER AGENCIES

Instruction and Professional Development
National Education Association
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SOME TYPES OF
EVALUATION SYSTEMS
(According to Ways of Gathering Data)

OBSERVATIONAL

VIDEO TAPE

AUDIO TAPE

PAPER AND PENCIL
***

NON-VERBAL

COOPERATIVE OBJECTIVE
SETTING AND MONITORING

Instruction and Professional Development
National Education Association
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QUESTIONS FOR DETERMINING THE EFFECTIVENESS

OF AN EVALUATION SYSTEM

1. Does the evaluation. system focus on the entire range of factors
which affect the quality of teaching and learning, not only on
the teacher, i.e., working conditions, program provisions, and
other members of the school personnel?

2. Is the purpose of the evaluation system to improve the quality of
teaching and learning? Is it conducted in relation to goals
and objectives of the school district?

3. Is it cooperatively developed by representatives from all of
the groups to be evaluated?

4. is it carried out as a cooperative activity designed to establish
rapport and communication between evaluator and evaluatee?

5. Does it help the evaluatee. identify the scope of his duties and
prerogatives and to clarify the relationship of his personal and
professional objectives to those of the school district?

6. Does it include self-assessment, designed to motivate the
evaluatee to improve himself? Is it diagnostic rather than
judgmental--thus defining the dimensions for in-service experi-
ences?

7. Does it establish in writing clear "ground rules" and follow up
procedures for both evaluates and evaluator?

S. Does it provide that adequate records be kept of all phases of
the process? Is it accompanied by comprehensive, contractual
due process provisions?

9. Does it encourage experimentation, creativity, and flexibility
on the part of the evaluates, rather than conformity to someone
else's conception of what constitutes "good performance"?

10. Does it provide for periodic assessment and revision?

11. Does it provide for training of all concerned before evaluation
begins?

12. Is it realistic in terms of time and funds for implementation?

Prepared v: NEA, Instruction and Professional Development, 1973.
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STAGES IN DEVELOPING AN EVALUATION PROGRAM

(Prepared by Bernard McKenna)

The plan laid out below is no panacea. It is presented only

as guidelines from which local associations mill want immediately

to depart to boost serve unique local situations. It is rather

more like a check list against which a local may check its present

plans and action for aspects it may have slighted or omitted.

STAGE I

Determine what will be the Association's role in the total

evaluation process. Possible ranges of involvement include:

A. Take no Association stand on evaluation. But assure

that the grievance machinery is of such a nature and

powerful enough that it will respond favorably to Asso-

ciation beliefs and interests in all cases of unfair

evaluation.

B. Devolop language acceptable to the Association on pro-

geAural duc process for evaluation for negotiation and/or

school district policy.

C. Develop language acceptable to the Association on sub-

stantive due process for evaluation for negotiation

and/or school district policy.

D. Constitute an Association committee or assign to the

local instruction committee responsibility for

development of a full-blown program for evaluation (to

then be negotiated or proposed as school district pojicy)

October 1973
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as delineated in Stages I7 through XIV.

E. Gain parity representation in an already existing school

district committee designated to develop a full-blown

program or to accomplish one or more tasks under

Stages I/ through XIV related to evaluation.

F. Take leadership in forming a committee representing a

variety of school district constituencies, on which the

Association has parity in membership, for the purpose of

developing a full-blown evaluation system. Possible con-

stituencies on such a committee, in addition to Associa-

tion representatives, include: parents, students, board

of education, school administration, community pressure

groups.

11
If the decision under Stage I is A B or C the As-

sooiation will com lete the task designated in one

__of_t}.___Lteandosethi further.

If the decision under Stage I is D E or F, the As.

sociation will roceed with Stage..3T and so on. It

is believed that selection of D, E, or F will all

require similar activities and a similar progression

of stages, although F may require some preliminary

political action in bringing into being a working

body appropriately representative of several con-

stituencies.

enolows 1.1141.0.
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From this point on it is assumed that a group has been con-

stituted or accepted by the Association as suggested in D, E, or

F and that all the stages that follow will fully involve this

group or its designees.

STAGE 11

A. Analyze the evaluation program currently operational in

the school district using some agreed-upon criteria for

judgment. (The NEA has available 2 levels'of devices

for this purpose--"Characteristics of a Good Evaluation

System" which provides a quick analysis and the "Early

Warning Kit on the Evaluation of Teachers" which

provides considerably more depth.

B. Determine, in light of the analysis, which of the follow-

ing tasks are required:

1. Developing a full-blown evaluation program, start.

ing from scratch.

2. Shoring up educational goals and objectives for the

schools and relating them to the currently employed

evaluation system.

3. Developing training programs for those who apply

the evaluation instrument(s).

4. Shoring up the process by which the present instru-

ment(s) is applied.

5. Shoring up due process provisions that relate to

evaluation.
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6. Minor revision of the present evaluation instru-

ment(s).

7. Balancing performance evaluation with the addition

of instruments for program evaluation.

8. Major revision of the present evaluation instru-

ment(s).

9. Development of totally new instrument(s) for per-

formance evaluation.

10. Development of a totally new program evaluation in-

strument(s).

11. Development of a totally new evaluation program from

scratch, including goals and objectives for the

schools, goals for evaluation, criteria, who shall

evaluate, how data shall be gathered, instrumenta-

tion for both program and performance evaluation,

training for use of instruments, etc.

The decisions under Stage II should not be taken

lightly. It may not only require analysis of what

is on the basis of applying the two NEA tools cited

but also some study of the literature on what ought

to be in evaluation systems. Having some common

understanding among the members of the working

group on what is desirable, possible, and what has

been accomplished elsewhere can be highly contrib-

utory to determining what the local situation re-

quires to bring it up to standard.
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Once tho deolsion is made on which of the possibilities in

....G.......x.retollStae1Ie (several may be selected for pursual

concurrently) the stages that follow become relevant or are

passed over in light of the selections. If #11 is selected

under Stage II, it is expected that in most cases most of the

other stages will need to be pursued and generally in the order

set down.

STAGE III -- DEVELOPMENT OF OR UP-DATING SCHOOL DISTRICT
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES Fa EDUCAT16N

The following considerations are important in setting goals

and objectives for schooling:

A. If the committee constituted or accepted in Stage I is

not representative of the community and students, seri-

ous consideration should be given to expanding it to

reflect these constituencies, at least for accomplish-

ing this stage.

B. Goals and objectives may be updated or developed by one

or more of the following procedures:

(a) Reference to state-wide goals and objectives

(if available)

1. Reference to ready-made goals and objectives

from commercial or non-profit agencies (Phi

Delta Kappa has such a list of 14).

2. Use of a ready-made procedure for developing

local goals and objectives. A number are avail-

able: the Delphi technique, a Phi Delta Kappa

gaming procedure, and the Instructional Objectives

Exchange are among them.
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3, Development of local procedures for determining

school district goals and objectives for educa-

tion.

STAGE IV -- DEVELOPMENT OF GOALS FOR EVALUATION

Goals for Evaluation should, if at all possible, be tied di-

rectly to goals for the schools. At least, evaluation goals

should not be inconsistent with the broader school goals.

The following considerations are important in developing goals

for evaluation:

A. Determine whether evaluation for improvement of instruc-

tion and evaluation for change of status (retention,

tenure, promotion) are to be totally separated, and if

so which (or are both) is to be within the purview of

the Committee as it carries on its work.

B. Although improvement of instruction and change of status

are the 2 major purposes for evaluation, there are

others. The Committee should consider all the possibili-

ties and delimit them in terms of what it considers to

be of high priority and to be accomplishable in light of

resources and time. (A listing of possible goals for

evaluation is to be found in "The Evaluation of Educators:

A Simulation" produced by the NEA.)

STAGE V -- DEVELOPMENT OF CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION

This is a most important, sensitive, and difficult task.

And it is critical to the activities in Stage VII related to se-

lection, adaptation, or development of instruments for evaluation.
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Severa1 key considerations are essential during this stage:

A. An early determination that must be made in this stage

is whether both program and Raformance are to be eval-

uated. If the decision is to evaluate only performance,

the Association should at least be aware of the dangers

in agreeing to evaluating teacher performance without

concurrently evaluating those program contents, condi-

tions, and resources that make competent performance

possible.

B. A second determination is on who shall be evaluated- -

teachers, supervisors, administrators, aides and other

paraprofessionals and support staff, the Board of Educa-

tion.

C. A third consideration is whether both professional and

personal criteria are to be applied to staff evaluation.

That is, will the staff person's deportment in the com-

munity, manner of dress, and quality of voice be evaluated

along with his ability to individualize instruction, moti-

vate students, and knowledge of subject matter? The key

question here is, are effectiveness in promoting student

learning to be the only or major criteria on which the

staff person is judged or are a variety of ancillary be-

haviors and characteristics also to be included as cri-

teria.

D. Once determination has been made on the general categories

listed in A, B and C, all potential criteria for evaluation

need to be considered.
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1$ For pro(!ram evaluation some sources of criteria are

NEA's Profiles of Ems:Ale:Ice and AA...4111y11wentorusz

obtainable from Vincent & Olsen, Education Consultants,

Salisbury, Connecticut. These may also be used or

adapted as evaluation instruments,

STAGE VI DETERMININO WHO SHALL EVALUATE

In some school districts, there may be little leeway in this

determination. In other places there is likely wide latitude for

decision-making. For example, if the administration has developed

and implemented the present evaluation system, and if the Associa-

tion's position is only to cause the present system and its imple-

mentors to perform more fairly and objectively, the matter then is

not a question of "who shall evaluate?" But if the Association

has assumed one of the positions listed in Stage I requiring that

the Association be involved broadly in the evaluation process, then

the leeway for decision-making in this phase may be considerable

and require the following considerations:

A. Selecting one or more of several possible groups to be

directly involved in the evaluation process:

principals
other supervisors and administrators
students
peers
self
parents
community groups

B. Basing the nelection on previous determinations on the

goals for evaluation, i.e., improvement of instruction

and/or change of status. For example, if the prior de-

cision has been that a goal of evaluation (with Associa-

tion involvement) is to be change of status, then the
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uso of self-evaluation in implementing the change*of-status

goal becomes most difficult.

STAGE VII -- SELECTING ADAPTINP, DEVELOPING
WALUAVION INSTIVMENTS

The tasks to be accomplished in this stage can be relatively

simple, or highly complex and of long duration, depending on

which of several options are selected in instrumentation. But

the size of the task will also depend on the number of criteria

selected in Stage V and the decisions on who shall evaluate and

who shall be evaluated. For example, if all staff are to be eval-

vaLed, as mandated in states like California and Kansas, different

instruments may be required for administrators, teachers, aides

and the like. And if the decision is for students to be involved

in staff evaluation, additional instruments may be required for

this purpose.

But the size of thA Job will be determined more on which of

the following alternatives related to instrumentation are selected:

A. Selection of already-developed instruments that are

consistent with previously determined goals and cri-

teria for evaluation.

B. Adaptation of already-developed instruments to coin-

cide with previously determined goals (Stage IV) and

criteria (Stage V)1 and to meet other local needs and

conditions. This may require obtaining permission

to alter or select parts of those commercially-

developed instruments that are copyrighted.
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Development of original instruments that reflect

previously-determined goals and criteria for eval-

uation. Selecting this alternative is likely to

require the most time, effort, and talent. It

will require not only the ability to develop cate-

gories and items that reflect the goals and ob-

jectives previously determined, but also some

knowledge of item construction, validity and reli-

ability, and other technical matters related to

instrumentation. It is likely that the Committee

will require outside consultant service if it

elects this option.

STAO VIII -- TRAINING FOR APPLICATION

It has been said that the results of an evaluation system

will be no better than the training of those who apply it. It

is obviously near impossible to expect all subjectivity to be

eliminated in applying evaluation systems. It is even possible

that total objectivity might not be desirable. On the other

hand, subjectivity of a high level results in a system's lacking

in reliability. Reliability in applying an evaluation system

is, to a considerable degree, the consistency with which different

evaluators appraise the same behavior, and the consistency with

which the same evaluators appraise similar behaviors at different

points in time.

Several kinds of activities are appropriate for evaluation

training depending on the, kinds of instruments that have been

selected or developed:
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A. Activities for gaining common understanding of in-

strument terminology.

B. Simulation of observation through films.

C. Paired evaluators in actual classroom observa-

tions, followed by discussion and comparison

of results.

STAGE IX -- FIELD TESTING

Any evaluation system to be used for a.first time in a new

setting, no matter how valid or reliable, should be tried out

in a limited number of situations under carefully controlled con-

ditions.

Guidelines need to be developed for the field testing which

get at questions like the following:

A. Do the results of its application reflect previ-

ously determined goals and criteria? (Are the

results valid?)

B. Does it produce results in such a form that they

clearly indicate constructive decisions and ac-

tions?

Are the results reliable?

D. Are the results commensurate with the time spent?

E. Is the application disruptive to the educational

process?

F. How do evaluatees react to the application process?

(It is wise to survey evaluatees on a wide variety
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of opinions and attitudes concerning both sub-

stance and process of the evaluation system.)

G. What due process provisions are essential?

Following test and try-out (if possible

there should be more than one of these),

parts or all of previous stages may need

to be repeated before wider application

is effected.

41101.110 MOS.

STAGE X -- DEVELOPING DUE PROCESS AGREEMENTS

It should be expected that ideas for due process will have

emerged during several earlier stages. But the time of test and

try-out is a particularly good opportunity to identify those es-

sential protections that will assure Justice to all who are to

be evaluated.

Once the essentials are identified, choice will need to be

made among three alternatives:

A. Using the general grievance machinery and due

process provisions already present in negotiated

agreements and school district policy for re3pond-
.

ing to all matters related to evaluation.

B. Supplementing existing general due process procedures

with specific provisions for the evaluation program.

O. Developing a totally independent set of due process

procedures for the evaluation program.
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It is unlikely that A alone will be suf-

ficient as an option. Such things as how

often evaluation will take place, provi -I

for previous notification to eval-

uatees, and opportunity for evaluatee

response are important considerations

that relate specifically to evaluation,

and which are not likely to be covered

in general grievance machinery provi-

sions.

STAGE XI -- APPLICATION

If the results of the test and try-out stage have been

used to the best advantage, this stage should progress nearly

automatically.

Just how involved the Association will become in actual ap-

plication activities depends on alternatives made in Stage VI.

If the. Association is to be actively involved, it should be as-

sured that time, resources, and materials are available for t

carrying on the activities in this stage.

STAGE XII -- ANALYZING THE RESULTS

The nature of the instruments, the criteria on which they

are based, and the original goals selected for evaluation should

all be taken into account as the results are analyzed.

If the system is a highly individualized one, analysis of

results may be mainly betwePn evaluate° and evaluator. If the
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system is standardized for group of staff or, in the case of

program instruments, for the total school system rather than

by building, general trends in terms of highs, lows, and

averages may need to be obtained on a variety of criteria.

Whatever the nature and format of the analysis, its main

purpose is to provide data for the constructive completion of

the next stage.

STAGE XIII -- PLANNING AND TAKING ACTIONS
1AStD ON THE RESULTS

This may be the most important stage of all, and'the one

demanding the greatest amount of time, creativity, and resources.

If evaluation is to result in the improvement of the in

structional program and the improvement of staff performance, no

matter at what level they operate, it can be a-time-consuming and

costly activity, and one which most school districts will need to

apply massive effort compared to what is typical in most places

today.

Action programs will need to be planned and executed on 2

fronts:

A. To correct deficiencies identified from the pro-

gram aspects of evaluation.

B. To provide ataff in-service education to improve

those performance aspects identified as needing

upgrading.

The implications of the first for updating

curriwaum changing teaching loads, pro-

Viding time to teach and to plan, for
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increased materials and improved facili-

ties has important implications for school

finance and for the priorities of thoae who

provide the'finanCial support to the

schools.

And the implicationa of the second are for

massive in-service education programs for

all types of school staff--from clerical

support personnel to the board of educa-

tion.

STAGE XIV -- EVALUATING THE EVALUATION
PTOGRANfAND RtCYCLING

Evaluation should be built in for each stage as the stage

gets underway. At this point (assume at the end of yetir I of

full implementation) all applicable stages should be evaluated

using the pre-developed, built-4n mechanisms, and plans should

be made for recycling based on this full evaluation.
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ILLUSTRATIVE ARTICLE XVI

TEACHER EVALUATION

A. 1. All monitoring or observation of the work performance of
a teacher will be conducted openly and with full knowledge of the
teacher, with at least one (1) day's advance notice. The use of
eavesdropping, public address or audio systems, and similar surveil-
lance devices will be strictly prohibited.

2. Teachers will be given, upon request, a copy of any class
visit or evaluation report prepared by their superiors and will, at
their option, be entitled to a conference to discuss said report.
In no event shall the teacher fail to receive the report later than
one (1) day before such conference. No such report will be submitted
to the central office, placed in the teacher's file or otherwise
acted upon without prior conference with the teacher, if requested;
No teacher will be required to sign a blank or incomplete evaluation
form.

B. 1. Probationary teachers will be observed at least four (4)
times each school year by their principal, supervisor or director.

2. If a probationary teacher who is denied tenure requests
the reasons for such denial, such reasons will be given to him orally,
if he so specifies; otherwise they will be given in writing.

3. Probationary teachers not reemployed for the following
school year will be notified by March 1. If a teacher is not notified
that he will not be reemployed. by March 1 of the third school year of
his employment, he will acquire tenure.

C. 1. Teachers will have the right, upon request, to review the
contents of their personnel file and to receive a copy at Board
expense of any documents contained therein. A teacher will be entitled
to have a representative of the Organization accompany him during
such review. At least once every two (2) years, a teacher will have
the right to indicate those documents and/or other materials in his
file which he believes to be obsolete or otherwise inappropriate
for retention. Said documents will be reviewed by an appropriate
member of the Office of Personnel Services and if he agrees, they will
be destroyed. A disagreement over the question of obsolescence or
inappropriateness will be subject to the grievance procedure set
forth herein and will be initiated at Level Two thereof.

2. No material derogatory to a teacher's conduct, service,
character or personality will be placed in his personnel file unless
the teacher has had an opportunity to review the material. The

teacher will acknowledge that he has had the opportunity to review
such material by affixing his signature to the copy to be filed, with
the express understanding that such signature in no way indicates

Excerpt from The Law and Practice of Teacher Negotiations by
Donald H. Wollett and Robert H. Chanin. Bureau of National Affairs,
1970. 3:61-3:64. (Reprinted by permission.)
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agreement with the contents thereof. The teacher will also have the
right to submit a written answer to such material and his answer will
be reviewed by the Assistant Superintendent for Personnel and attached
to the file copy.

3. Although the Board agrees to protect the confidentiality
of personal references, academic credentials and other similar documents,
it will not establish separate "confidential" files.

D. Any complaint regarding a teacher made to any member of the
administration by any parent, student or other person which is used
in any manner in evaluating a teacher will be promptly investigated
and called to the attention of the teacher. The teacher will be given
an opportunity to respond to and/or rebut such complaint.

E. If a teacher is to be disciplined or reprimanded by any mem-
ber of the administration he will be entitled to have a representa-
tive of the Organization present.

F. 1. Prior to his annual evaluation, the principal or
immediate supervisor of a probationary teacher will have had appro-
priate communication with said teacher regarding his performance as
a teacher, including periodic conferences.

2. Final evaluation of a teacher upon termination of his
employment will be concluded prior to severance. No documents or
other material trill be placed in the personnel file of such teacher
after severance.

G. No teacher will be disciplined, reprimanded, reduced in
rank or compensation, suspended, demoted, transferred, terminated or
otherwise deprived of any professional advantage without just cause.
In no case will this be done publicly unless so requested by the
teacher. Any such action, including adverse evaluation of teacher
performance, will be subject to the grievance procedure set forth
in this agreement. Any suspension of a teacher pending final Board
action will be with pay.

Comment:

There is little in this article which warrants extended discussion.
Basically, the proposal is designed to establish a system of evalua-
ting teacher performance which is consistent with the basic notions of
procedural due process. Consideration should be given in the formu-
lation of a proposal of this type to the differing status of tenure
and nontenure teachers, particularly in regard to the methods of
evaluation and discipline. Moreover, while the article is designed
largely to protect individual rights, it must also be structured so
that the organization plays an appropriate role as the representative
both of the particular individual involved and of other members of the
negotiating unit.

Two specific points deserve comment in connection with this
article. The approach taken in Section D is frequently a point of
controversy. It is not uncommon for teacher organizations to pro-
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pose a more inclusive provision which simply requires that all
complaints be called to the attention of the teacher, This approach
often results in the need to pass on and dignify petty or meritless
complaints which really do not warrant discussion, Since the pur-
pose of this article is to allow the teacher to be aware of and
respond to those complaints which may be taken seriously and may
therefore be damaging to his professional standing, the approach
taken in the illustrative article seems preferable. Under it
if a complaint is not called to the attention of the teacher under
Section D, the substance of that complaint can in no way be used in
evaluating or otherwise passing judgment upon the teacher's profes-
sional competence or standing. Any action taken would have to be
justified entirely on other grounds.

Possibly the most critical aspect of this entire article is
Section G, which builds in the concept of "just cause." The
significance of this concept in conjunction with an effective
grievance procedure ending in binding arbitration can hardly be
overstated. While it adds substantially to the rights of all
teachers, its most immediate impact is to increase the protection
afforded to nontenure (i.e., probationary) teachers.

While some school boards have been willing to give nontenure
teachers the type of contractual protection provided by Section 0,
others have taken the position that to do so would defeat the purpose
of the tenure system and render virtually meaningless the distinc-
tion between tenure and nontenure status. In order to accommodate
the perhaps legitimate need for a "trial period" before a permanent
employment commitment is made and at the same time protect all
teachers from unjustified employer action, a proviso such as the
following sometimes has been inserted after the words "without
just cause":

Provided that in the case of a nontenure teacher, termination
will not be grievable unless allegedly arbitrary, capricious,
or in bad faith.

Since school laws in most states reserve to the school board
the unilateral right to terminate the services of a nontenure
teacher without cause, without hearing, and without even a statement
of reasons for its action, some school boards have contended that,
even with the additional language, a provision of this type is
illegal.

This argument is not persuasive. The failure of tenure laws
to require school boards to provide the basic guarantees of pro-
cedural due process for teachers without that status does not mean
that they prevent a school board from agreeing to the type of pro-
vision proposed. The provisions arguably do nothing more than
complement tenure laws.

Indeed, recent federal court decisions indicate that,
notwithstanding tenure laws and even absent contractual protection,
the job interests of nontenure teachers are entitled to the protec-
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tion of the substantive and procedural due process guarantees of
the Federal Constitution....

Because of this growing judicial protection and the inorease
in negotiated job security safeguards in collective agreements, some
persons have taken the position that tenure laWs and other job
security legislation are obsolete. This argument runs as follow:
Tenure laws and similar protective legislation for the publicly
employed occupational groups were in large part designed to provide
public employees with basic safeguards which they were unable to
obtain pursuant to agreement with their employers for the legal,
conceptual, and practical reasons discussed above in Part I. The
emergence and growth of collective negotiations in the public
sector mean, among other things, the establishment of negotiated
systems of job protection similar to those which have developed
in the organized segment of the private sector and superior, from
an employee's point of view, to the legislatively established pro-
tections found in tenure laws.

One final point should be made. Teacher organizations have
become increasingly sensitive to the need to improve evaluation
procedures, particularly in two respects. First, there is a
need to establish relevant criteria, with the teacher organizations
favoring standards which emphasize teaching competence and
downgrade conformance with con muntty mores. This leads to consid-
eration of the second area of importance, viz., the persons who do
the evaluation. Emphasis upon grade level or subject-matter
knowledge means that the, evaluation should be done, as it is in
many institutions of higher education, by a teacher's "peers".
Thus, some agreements require that the evaluation of a teacher must
include the judgment of a person of recognized competence in the
same field.
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GOUVERNEUR, NEW YORK

PROCEDURAL AGREEMENTS

11.9 TEACHER EVALUATION

Procedure for Teacher Evaluation
The chief purpose of the evaluation of the teaching staff shall

be (a) to maintain a highly qualified, competent staff, and (b) to
promote its continuing,4evelopment.

To further these purposes, the supervisory personnel responsible
for the evaluation of teachers shall acknowledge the right of the
teacher to

1. know how well he is performing the duties and responsi-
bilities of his position

2. know the areas in which improvement is needed
3. have candid appraisal of his work
4. discuss his evaluation reports' with his supervisor
5. seek and receive supervisory assistance where needed

Procedure for Evaluation
A. The number of formal evaluations will vary according to the

individual teacher's tenure status and to factors related to his
growth. A teacher's request for additional lesson evaluations should
always be honored.

B. Non-tenure teachers shall be observed at least six times per
year with at least one observation taking place prior to October 15
of each school year and the final observation prior to April 15 of
each school year.

Tenure teachers shall be observed at least twice each year.
C. Each formal evaluation will be preceded by a pre-conference

at which the teacher's plans for the lesson are to be discussed. A
formal classroom observation will follow and will cover a complete les-
son or class period. This will follow within a day if possible, but
no later than five school days, by post-conference during which the
lesson will be evaluated and the evaluation discussed. The written
report of the observation and evaluation is to be signed by both the
evaluator and the teacher. The teacher's signature does not indicate
agreement with the evaluation. It only indicates that a conference
was held and the teacher received a copy of the evaluation. The
teacher may file a written comment on the observation and evaluation.
This will be attached to the evaluation and become part of his or
her personnel file.

D. Department chairman shall observe but not evaluate teachers
in their department. A department chairman is a resource to assist
members of the department in adjusting to the school, the classroom,
the discipline, and to help teachers to reach their optimum effec-

tiveness. In special areas, teachers may elect to use department
chairmen as evaluators.

E. Evaluations in which there are questions concerning subject
matter competency will be supported by subsequent formal evaluation
by supervisors knowledgeable in the subject matter area.
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F. A conference among all those who evaluate a teacher (build-
ing principal, vice-principal, Superintendent), a representative of
the Association, Director of Elementary Education, the department
chairman, and the evaluated teacher shall be held in December and
in April. By consensus, the participants shall determine what con-
structive action, if any is necessary, shall by taken by the
individual.

G. Following his initial evaluation of the year, a non-tenure
teacher may request the convening of a Teachers Committee on Evalua-
tion (TCOE). The purpose of this committee will be'to work closely
with the teacher and his principal in an attempt to realize that
teacher's full professional potential.

H. $1,000 will be available per permanently certified proba-
tionary teacher for each probationary year for the purpose of imple-
menting either the decision of the December or April conferences
(Section F above) or the decision of the TCOE, or both, for assisting
the probationary teacher to reach full professional development as
an excellent classroom practitioner.

I. $1,000 will be available for a maximum of 25 tenured teachers,
each yc.ar, for the purpose of maintaining full professional potential.
When tuition waivers are available to cover course costs, they will
be substituted at cash value.

J. Courses approved by Chief School Officer with consideration:
given to recommendations of TCOE Committee.

K. No employee shall be dismissed, reprimanded, reduced in rank
or compensation or deprived of any other professional advantage
except for just cause.

1. Selection of Committee
The TCOE will consist of three tenure teachers, one member

to be selected by the principal, one member to be selected by the
teacher and the third to be selected by the committee members.

2. Procedure
a. The teacher's request for a TCOE will be submitted,

in writing, to his principal.
b. The TCOE will meet with both teacher and principal

unless, by mutual agreement, individual members of the committee are
instructed to work independently with the teacher.

c. The TCOE may use any evaluative technique it chooses
for determining the teacher's strengths and weaknesses. Any eval-
uative technique used by the committee must be defensible and, if
requested, submitted in writing.

d. The TCOE members will observe the teacher in his
classroom during the time they have available.

3. Goal's of the TCOE
iEriiincipal and the TCOE assume that an evaluation indi-

cates the areas in which a teacher's potential is not being realized.
The TCOE will act as a positive force to offer encouragement,
in-service training, and reassurance. It will serve as a cpwrenient
source of advice and as a sounding board for the teacher's vwu
creative ideas.

4. Tenure of the TCOE is to be from no earlier than October 15
to April 15 of any school year.

5. Confidential
The TCOE is to respect the confidentiality of all communi-
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cations between it the principal and the teacher involved.
L. Post April 15 Evaluation

As a result of his April 15 evaluation, the principal will,
as in the past, select one of three courses of action. His choice
will determine the TCOE course of action.

1. If the principal's evaluation indicates growth adequate
to predict success in our profession, the teacher may be retained
subject to the final approval of the Board and the TCOE shall be
dissolved.

2. If the principal's evaluation indicates some growth and
the probability of adequate further development, and if the.proba-
tionary period has at least one more year to run, the teacher may be
retained with reservations subject to recommendation to, and approval
by the Board. These reservations will be communicated to the teacher
and the TCOE. The teacher may then request the retention of the
committee for another year's help or request its dissolution.

If the principal's evaluation indicates inadequate growth,
he will discuss the matter with the TCOE and then recommend the
release of the teacher to the district principal.

If the TCOE disagrees with his recommendation, they will be
entitled to present their recommendations and justification both
orally and in writing to the Superintendent and/or Board of
Education.
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SEVERAL appellate courts In the federal
system had from 1966 to 1970 man-

dated a nondiscriminatory evaluation sys-
tem for professional personnel in educa-
tion before reduction or demotion of staff.
Although these cases dealt primarily with
court presumptions of facial discrimina-
tion and resulting unequal protection of
the law under the Fourteenth Amendment,
the decisions point out the need for fair
evaluation systems if personnel are to
enjoy due process and school boards are
to be less vulnerable to attacks in courts
of law.' These cases, which arose from
nonrenewal practices in school consolida-
tions and implementations of freedom of
choice plans, have not been overturned
or modified and currently are controlling
Igainst unequal protection for legally
stablished classes of professional per-
rnnel.
For teachers who had gained tenure

under statutes in three-fifths of the states
by the mid-sixties, full due process rights
of notice of specific charges and hearing
thereon, with rights of appeal, were clearly
established.2 These rights are recognized
by the U.S. Supreme Court today as well
as by state courts.

Probationary teachers in tenure systems
are protected in varying ways. Statutes in
most tenure states require full due process
in dismissal of probationary teachers dur-
ing the contract year, while statutes in

J. Everette De Vaughn is professor of education
administration at Georgia State University, Atlanta,
and secretary of the Georgia Committee of the
Commission on Secondary Schools of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools.

only a minority of states require notice of
charges and a hearing on termination
through nonrenewal at the end of a con-
tract year. Statutes in a few states require
full due process in nonrenewal, which
amounts to automatic tenure.

Systems In states in which teachers en-
joy automatic tenure and those in which
teachers earn tenure after a probationary
period dearly need an evaluation system,
for specific charges and a hearing thereon
are required in separation at any time,
From the system's point of view, the more
complete the statutory protection to the
teacher, the more adequate must be the
evaluation system to protect the board
against legal challenge in courts of law,
Yet, in fairness, from the teacher's point
of view, the less security provided the
teacher by statutes, the more adequate the
evaluation system should be to protect the
teacher and to protect the board in cite
of litigation.*

The constitutional legitimacy of what
the state, through its public school sys-
tems or institutions of higher education,
is doing to its employees remains an Issue
closely guarded by all state and federal
courts.'

Beyond the substantive constitutional
questions lie procedural due process
rights of counsel and notice of specific
charges; hearings on such charges, induct-
ing the right of facing those who testify
against one; the right to cross-examine
such witnesses, to examine documents
presented in evidence, to challenge hear-
say evidence, to challenge board members
who are believed to be biased or to have

* A strong case can be made for the position that
an evaluation system, with its standards of perform-
ance and rules and regulations, concentrates more
power in the administration and tends to make
faculty members conform. In short, the argument
is that an evaluation system serves as a mechanism
that allows the administration to remove the abra
sive, innovative members who may be the most
productive of significant thought, though refresh-
ingly divergent, and the most promising of bringing
change, thus perpetuating the conforming, comply
ing staff members. The most capable, sometimes
nonconforming, and highly productive members,
in absence of an evaluation sys em and its stand-
ards and regulations, conform to their own more
demanding professional standards and under their
own high motivation earn the respect of colleagues,
students, and administrators on a broader basis
than in the institution in which they work; they
therefore, because of tack of constraints imposed
by an evaluation system, achieve a "tenure of
virtue and talent" rather than by statute (to borrow
from Jefferson's distinction between the pseudo-

aristocracy of birth and the real aristocracy of
virtue and talent).

The argument of this paper is that in absence of
an evaluation system, evaluations are made any-
waymost often on a subjective basis and without
the participation of the evaluateeand protnotions
and salary raises are or are not granted on the
basis of such evaluations. Hence an evaluation
system, with evaluatee participation in its develop-
ment and implementation, is more desirable even
for the "tenured by virtue and talent."

The horns of the dilemma on this Issue are
indeed sharp. The controlling decisions of Roth
and Sindermann may significantly erode the pro-
cedural due process rights of nontenured teachers
in public schools and Institutions of higher educa-
tion, while preserving bare constitutional rights,
but it is possible that the most vigorous teachers
will resist standards of performance and prescrip-
tions giving the administration more bureaucratic
power encroaching on academic freedom, and
will be content to accept the challenge of estab-
lishing "tenure of virtue and talent."
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prejudged the Issues; the right to present
witnesses and documents in one's self-
defense, to have in writing findings of
facts and conclusions on each charge and
specification, and to have a transcript of
the hearing on appeal. (These rights apply
to teachers of different employment status
In various ways, as previously noted.)

These general conclusions leave for dis-
cussion the swampy area of the rights in
nonrenewal of the probationary teacher
In systems where legislatures have left
such teachers in an annual contract status,
the rights of teachers in continuing con-
tract states where mere notice of nonre-
newal. intentions must be given before a
certain date, and in annual contract juris-
dictions not requiring notice of reasons
and hearing. For such groups of profes-
sionals in education, the U.S. Supreme
Court decisions of Roth and SIndermann
have special and significant import.'

The decisions of the federal circuit
courts of appeals were in conflict in June
1972, with the Fifth and Seventh Circuits
tending toward full due process rights
in termination, the First Circuit requiring
at least rather specific reasons for non-
renewal but denying the right of hearing,
and the Sixth Circuit denying both causes
and hearing in an annual contract situa-
tion.° Because of this conflict it was urgent
that the U.S. Supreme Court bring order
in the judicial decisions and reasoning of
the courts, however disconcerting those
decisions might be to many lower courts,
as well as to educators.

It is well to consider H hat due process
rights remain to probationary and contract
teachers in nonrenewal and what implica-
tions are clear for implementation of eval-
uation systems in public schools and col-
leges and universities. The free speech
constitutional complaints have been dealt
with previously and are upheld by the
decisions of Roth and Sindermann, with
directed hearings on these complaints .°
In addition, Roth asserted that failure of
the administration to provide charges and
hearing in nonrenewal was a denial of
constitutional due process. This complaint
was denied by the U.S. Supreme Court,
with reliance on Wisconsin statutes, re-
suiting in the decision that Roth was on
annual contract in the first year of proba-
tion, that the university had kept him in
employment through the specified date of
the contract, and that no reasons or hear-
ing on this issue were required because
the university officials have "unfettered

discretion" in nonrenewal of the teacher's
contract. The court applied the "liberty"
and "property" tests of the Fourteenth
Amendment' and found that Roth had
not established evidence to support those
constitutional rights. If the professor had
established evidence of difficulty in secur-
ing employment between time of notice
of nonrenewal and date of hearing in the
federal district court, and If he had estab-
lished that such difficulty was reasonably
related to the cloud raised by his nonre-
newal of contract, he might have estab-
lished an infringement on his constitu-
tional right of "liberty" to follow his
profession. Or if the university system had
adopted rules or regulations denying him
further employment in the university sys-
tem, his "liberty" might have been denied.
A right of "liberty" might have been in-
fringed if he had been charged with "im-
morality" or "dishonesty," but no such
charges, or any others, were lodged.
"Property" rights were judged not present
on the record.

What are the implications of the Roth
decision for evaluation? It would seem
that professionals so situated would insist
on an evaluation system that would assess
their teaching effectiveness, based on stu-
dent input at appropriate maturity levo.ls,
assessment by superiors, and self-evalua-
tion. Dialogue between superior and
teacher, using all inputs, should be a part
of the process. If Roth's performance as
a professor of political science in an im-
portant university has not been adequately
assessed by his students, his department
chairman, and his dean, it is to the dis-
advantage of both Roth and the adminis-
tration. Unless an adequate evaluation
system is in use, students and immediate
supervisors may be at a loss as to how
to register evidence in support of the
professor, which would benefit the pro-
fessor and the university and would arm
the head of the institution with considera-
tions leading to a just and "objective"
decision. If, on the other hand, Roth had,
under such an evaluation system, been
proved to be inadequate in specific ways
and "troublesome" to a degree that sig-
nificantly disturbed the learning climate
in the university, then all those involved
except Rothwould profit from the
nonrenewal. Only an adequate evalua-
tion system would establish the evidence
needed for administrative action.

If an adequate evaluation system was
in operation, Roth could not have alleged



lack of notice' of deklancles and discus-
sion on theme issues, even without a for-
mat hmring. The university now stands
ready merely to deny the First Amend?
ment allegation In an evidentiary hearing,
which may be difficult. It will require
testimony to establish evidence of unsat-
isfactory teaching and teacher -pupil rela-
tions, Inadequate community service, ab-
sence of research, and the likethe kind
of evidence that can be generated from
an adequate evaluation system.

In the case of Sindermann the U.S.
Supreme Court returned the matter for
district court hearing on the Issue of
Sindermann's allegation of exercise of First
Amendment rights and on the question
of "de facto" tenure. As in Roth, unless
an adequate evaluation system was in use,
the junior college administration must
merely deny Sindermann's allegation that
his exercise of First Amendment rights
was the real reason for nonretention, or
offer documented reasons established by
testimony. In view of Sindermann's ten
years of service In the university system
(four at the junior college from which he
was terminated by nonrenewal), without
evidence established by an adequate eval-
uation system, the task of the administra-
tion is difficult indeed. Is there not an
inference that Sindermann's service was
satisfactory when he was given a contract
for four consecutive years at the same
institution and for six years prior to that in
the university system? Is there not also
a second reasonable inference, which
must be overcome by the defendant
board, that Sindermann's speaking and
writing in support of his position that the
junior college should be made a four-year
college was the real reason for nonre-
newal of contract?

Even more difficult is the burden of the
administration if the board of regents had,
in fact, established a tenure system by
regulation in 1967 for those professors
who had served satisfactorily for seven
years in the system. If the judicial hearing
that was ordered by the U.S. Supreme
Court does indeed disclose that Sinder-
mann had "de facto" tenure, then the
administration is in dire need of hard
evidence of serious deficiencies generated

* Since this article was written, the district court
has ruled for Sindermann and awarded him $48,000
in back wages and attorneys' fees. The outof-
court settlement also included an offer of reinstate-
ment, but Sindermann indicated he will not return
to college teaching.
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by an evaluation system.
From Sindermann's viewpoint an eval-

uation system would have protected him
against termination for any cause without
notice of specific deficiencies. In such
case he would have possibly been In a
position to assert his rights without the
costly litigation he has had to pursue.

Rights of "liberty" may be found in
Sindermann's case because the board, In
an alleged advertisement, charged him
with insubordination. Is not such a charge
so damaging to one's reputation as to
require notice of charges and an oppor-
tunity to clear his good name and thus be
allowed freely to pursue his profession?
"Property" rights certainly will be estab-
lished If the policies of the college and
regulations of the board were such as to
lead Sindermann to believe he had tenure.

The decisions of Roth and Sindermann
may lead Institutions of higher education
and public school systemsas well as
teachers in such institutionsto see the
desirability of adopting an adequate eval-
uation system.

FOOTNOTES

1. See Franklin v. County School Board of Cites
County, 360 F. 2d 325 (Fourth Circuit Court of
Appeals, 1966); Wall v. Panty County, 378 F. 2d
275 (Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, 1967); Rolfe
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Teime,,ee, 391 F. 2d 77 (Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals, 1968); North Carolina Teachers Associa-
tion v. Asheboro City Board of Education, 393 F. 2d
736 (Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, 1968; and
Singleton v. Jackson Municipal Separate School
District, 419 F. 2d 1211 (Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals, 1970).

2. See De Vaughn, J. Everette. "Teacher Employ-
ment, legal Aspects: Separation and Demotion. '
The Encyclopedia of Education. New York: Mac-
millan, 1971. Vol. 9, p. 21.

3. In Roth and Sindermann (see footnote 4) the
U.S. Supreme Court protected the rights of the
teachers to have a judicial hearing on the claim
that the reason for nonrenewal was exercise of the
First Amendment tight of free speech.

4. Board of Regents v. Roth, 92 S.Ct. 2701;
33 1..Ed. 548 (June 1972), Perry v. Sindermann,
92 S.Ct. 2694; 33 L.Ed. 570 (June 1972). For
another discussion of the Roth and Sindermann
cases, see Walden, John. "Law and the School
Principal, Reprise: Due Process and the Nontenured
Teacher." National Elementary Principal 52: 78-80;
January 1973.

5. See Ferguson v. Thomas, 430 F. 2d 852 (Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeals, 1970); Sindermann v.
Perry, 430 F. 2d 939 (Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals,
1970); Drown v. Portsmouth School District, 435
F. 2d 1182 (First Circuit Court of Appeals, 1970);
Orr v. Trinter, 444 F. 2d 128 (Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals, 1971),

6. See footnote 4.
7. The court rejected the test of balancing the

interests of the teacher against those of the uni-
versity in the district court, which was supported
in a two to one decision by the Seventh Circuit.
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IF teacher evaluation were better under-
stood both in and out of the profes-

sion, there might be fewer simplistic
answers wurosed to some highly com-
plex issues and quicker progress might
be made in reducing the complexities
to manageable components, developing
each component, and achieving appro-
priate interrelationships among com-
ponents. The paragraphs that follow lay
out the broad context in which teacher
evaluation must be considered, trace the
interrelationships of the parts, and pro-
pose ways of establishing evaluation pro-
grams that involve all of those affected by
them in their development, application,
and resulting decisions.

A Program-Performance-Outcomes
Paradigm

Evaluation must be considered in both
the broad context of the total educational
program and the more specific dimen-
sions of expected outcomes with students.
Both of these must be related to per-
formance, which falls some place be-
tween. (See figure on page 20.)

Program, for the purposes considered
here, ranges from economic wealth and
financial effort of the local school district
to characteristics of students and their
readiness to learn. It includes up -to -date-
ness of the curriculum, teaching load, and
time to teach. Because it is so frequently
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Washington, D.C.
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neglected in discussions on accountabil-
ity, a well-worn axiom bears repeating
here: School staffs can be accountable
only to the extent that conditions are
present under which competence can be
demonstrated. like the physician who Is
unable to assume full responsibility for his
patients' health without control of genetic
makeup, diet, and exercise, the teacher
cannot be held fully accountable for stu-
dents' learning when he is unable to in-
fluence family baCkground, materials
available, time to teach, and teaching
load.

The program conditions that must be
evaluated along with teaching perform-
ance, and in the final analysis used to
"weight" or correct any measurement
that is taken on adequacy of performance,
include those already mentioned, plus:
home atmosphere for learning; student
nutrition; control of professional matters
by professionals; quality and quantity of
curricular materials; appropriate equip-
ment and facilities; support staff special-
ists, paraprofessionals, clerical help, and
others; and provisions for staff develop-
ment.

Performance, in this context, means
those activities carried on by teachers,
staff, and students in the teaching-learn-
ing situation. Sometimes referred to as
teaching-learning strategies, the perform-
ances include both those that promote
cognitive growth and those that develop
wholesome attitudes and constructive in-
terpersonal behaviors. A third type of
uerforrnance is designed to promote stu-

Copyright 1973, National Association of Elementary School Principals. All rights reserved.
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dents' psychomotor skills and physical
well-being, Specific performances in these
tnree categories range from precise sys-
tems for asking questions and teaching
reading, to group process activities, to
methods for teaching swimming and
hockey.

Performance is sometimes defined to
include activities beyond those that are in
direct relation to students, such as plan-
ning, evaluating, professional develop-
mient, parent and community relation-
ships, and even personal deportment.
There is little agreement on which of
these adjunct activities should be in-
cluded in evaluation, let alone which
should receive the highest consideration
for decision making. Obviously, one per-
suasive response is that all those per-
formances that directly affect and pro-
mote desired learning outcomes should
be included.

Learning outcomes include all of those
knowledges, skills, behaviors, and atti-
,udes that are expected to result from
what takes place in the teaching-learning
situation or from performance.

It is important to distinguish those
learning outcomes that are expected to
result from the teaching-learning situation
in schools as compared to those that are
expected to result from activities in other
settings and by other agencies. That is, it
is essential to distinguish between educa-
tion and schooling. Some observers esti-
mate that as much or more education
takes place outside the school as in it.
One important cause given for many of
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A Paradigm for Program, Performance and Outcomes Evaluation*

PROGRAM COMPONENT PERFORMANCE COMPONENT LEARNING OUTCOMES COMPONENT

Community Characteristics
population
economic
social

Student Characteristics

Financial Support
Staff Characteristics
Numerical Adequacy
of Staff

teaching irdd
specialist support
clerical support

Time to Teach

Staff Development
Provisions

Decision Making Power

Appropriate Curriculum

Adequate Materials and
Media

Proper Facilities

Subject Matter Knowledge

Cognitive Strategies
classifying
analyzing
synthesizing

Affective Strategies
interpersonal skills
group process skills
humaneness

Psychomotor Strategies
Adjunct ActIvItiee,

planning
evaluating
community relations

Knowiedges

Skills
Aptitudes

Attitudes
Personality

Physical Health
Mental Health

Citizenship
Economic Sufficiency

The items listed under each component are examples and may not fiiclude all the posigie considerations in
each category.

Agreed on

Goals and Objectives
for

Schooling

the problems in today's schools is their
overcommirment. It is argued that at the
urging of the public and some individuals
in the profession, schools have attempted
to take on more and more of the total
education of the young to a point that
the task has become impossible to accom-
plish, In the light of the knowledge ex-
plosion alone, it may be more important
than ever that the schools clearly dis-
tinguish between education and school-
ing and define precisely that part of a
student's total education that might be
expected to occur through schooling.
Curriculum today ranges from driver
training to moral values, and in many
places it includes consumer economics,
drug abuse, and ecological imbalance.
Educators have taken on some of the
numerous goals and objectives of school-
ing without asking, "Are these activities
more appropriate for the schools or for
other arenas?" Attempts to measure out-
comes need to be preCeded by identifying
those outcomes that should be expected
of schools and those that should be the

responsibility of other agencies or indi-
viduals.

Goals and Objectives

Without clear goals, objectives, and
well-defined outcomesoutcomes meas-
urable through systems that assess the
degree to which they are achieved--the
evaluation of the effects of program and
performance is next to impossible.

Whether goals for evaluation are broad
such as, "for the improvement of In-
struction"or specific"for determining
when tenure should be granted to staff,"
for examplethey must be based on the
goals and objectives of schooling, if, for
example, evaluation is to be for the sole
purpose of improving instruction, then
both program and performance evaluation
must be aimed at measuring the succesS
of those programs and performances that
have been designed to produce particular
!earnings based on the community's goals
for education.

Even though setting goals and develop-
ing objectives are not the main concern
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of this article, it Is Important to recognize
their Importance as a prerequisite to eval-
uation, And It Is essential that a broad
range of representatives of both commu-
nity and school be involved in the goal-
setting processparents and other com-
munity residents, teachers and other
school staff, and students. This involve-
ment will be dealt with more fully in a
subsequent section.

The paradigm shown earlier Indicates
that the components are sequential and
Interrelated. One might expect that the
program elements would be of a quality
to make possible the highest level of per-
formance, and that excellence in perform-
ance would lead to high attainment in
learning outcomes, But efforts to demon-
strate these relationships have not been
as successful as has been hoped. There
has been considerably more success in
relating program to performance than in
relating performance to learning out-
.omes. For example, measures of finan-
cial effort, staff characteristics, and nu-
merical adequacy of staff have been
shown to be related to classroom per-
formance, even when the influence of
other variables is taken into account. One
major line of inquiry on these relation-
ships has been conducted for over thirty
years at Columbia University's institute of
Administrative Research.

On the other hand, attempts to at-
tribute differences in learning outcomes
to different performances on the part of
school staffs have been far less successful.
In fact, they have produced so few defini-
tive results to date that most researchers
agree the results should not be used, in
any broad sense, for selecting one kind of
performance over another or for admin-
istrative decisions related to staff com-
petence.

The difficulty of relating staff perform-
ance to learning outcomes should not
eliminate such lines of inquiry; it indi-
cates, rather, that research in this area
needs to be increased. A number of
studies suggest that such teacher be-
haviors as clarity, variability, and enthu-
siasm are related to student achievement.
These findings need to he pursued and
expanded on if the profession is to prove
that teachers do make a difference.

Rosenshine and Furst have pointed out
that both high inference and low infer-
ence variables need to be studied con-
currently to determine cause and effect
relationships in the learning process.' But

while the research goes on, much depend-
ence should be placed on high inference
variables identifying those performances
that experience and expertise tell us
should lead to desired learning outcomes,
on the assumption that appropriate per-
formances will result in better outcomes.

Process as an End In itself

In some quarters outcomes have been
considered the "be-all" and "end-all."
Only a cursory examination of the litera-
ture is needed to reveal a strong conten-
tion, on the part of the public and some
professionals, that the proof of the pud-
ding is in what children know, feel, or
can do as a result of schooling.

Such a position cannot be discounted.
After all, the public pays a high price for
schooling; it is not surprising that they
judge the returns in terms of their chil-
dren's measurable learnings. At the same
time, It would be surprising if the public
tolerated processes for attaining these
ends that were Inhumane, undemocratic,
or dangem is to physical health. How-
ever, it h., been difficult to demonstrate
that humane, democratic, and healthful
teaching processes promote more learn-
ing than those that are not.

The point is that there are some
processes that may not (or cannot be
demonstrated to) lead directly to 1greed
on goals, but that are worthy of evalua-
tion for their own sake and should be
promoted. A recent study of several
thousand students representative of the
American high school population con-
cluded that great numbers of students are
developing little affinity to the democratic
process simply because they have little
opportunity to experience it during their
school career. If this is so, is it not im-
portant that the process of education in
the schools become a microcosm of the
best of democracy as it is practiced in the
greater society? And isn't this important
whether or not such processes can be
definitively shown to contribute to spe-
cific learning outcomes?

The importance of good processes as
ends in themselves becomes even more
important when one considers the fact
that students spend around 12,000 hours
in school, from kindergarten through the
twelfth grade. The only other waking-
hours activity that consumes as much time
is television viewing. Considering these
two facts, can one question the necessity
that schooling be a wholesome and re-



warding experience, whether or not it
results In specific learning outcomes?

It does not require a quantum leap to
see some relationship between Involving
students In the democratic process In the
schools and involving all those who will
be affected by it in the process of evalua-
tion. It is human nature for individuals
to criticize those things that directly affect
them, but that they have not been in-
volved in developing. This is particularly
true of an activity so potentially threaten-
ing as evaluation. Besides, full involve-
ment in the decision-making process by
those who are most affected by it will
result in better decisions.

It Is sometimes difficult to promote
broad involvement in evaluation because
of fear of loss of individual and group
power; mistrust and suspicion also exist.
This is particularly true when parents and
students are suggested as appropriate par-
ticipants in the evaluation process. Such
suggestions are countered with arguments
that educational evaluation is a highly
complex matter requiring professional ex-
pertise that parents do not possess, and
that students are too immature to "know
what's good for them."

Both arguments are partially valid and
should not be taken lightly. There are,
unquestionably, professional matters that
require high level professional judgments
as to their appropriateness and success,
and there are matters of program, per-
formance, and outcomes on which stu-
dents are ill-prepared to pass judgment.
But because there are some things that
students are not prepared to and prob-
ably should not evaluate, it does not
necessarily follow that they should be
excluded from evaluating other matters
related to program, performance, and
outcomes.

As for parents and other adults in the
community, the broad goal setting for
the schools is, by right and statute, their
prerogative. It is their responsibility to
provide for some of the most important
program resources financial support
(which in large measure determines the
adequ?cy of other program measures),
teaching load, specialist help, materials,
media, and facilities. Therefore, parents
have a considerable contribution to make
in evaluating both the overall achieve-
ment of school goals and the program
elements they have helped shape.

Students evaluate their school continu-
ally particularly on how it relates to
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them as individuals. The way an institu-
tion appears to its clients Is a judgment
not to be taken lightly, no matter how
vague the client's criteria may be. Al-
though their evaluations of school may
sometimes be biased, warped, and lacking
in vision and objectivity, students should
be encouraged to become involved In
way., that are positive, constructive, and
generally helpful to school improvement.

Degree of Involvement

All groups should be Involved in all
three components of the paradigm, but in
different degrees for different purposes.
Let fly: suggest, In broad terms, who
should do what.

Goal setting for education should be
fully shared among parents, school staff,
and students.

Program evaluation should be largely
the responsibility of the professional staff,
with the aid of the parents in those areas
related to financial resources and general
school district organizational . matters.
Students have much to contribute on
broad curricular matters. Their scope of
involvement in evaluating these program
elements will naturally depend on their
age and maturity. Performance evaluation
should primarily he the responsibility of
staff and students. School staffs should
be involved in all aspects of performance.
evaluation: deciding on goals and criteria,
selecting or developing evaluating sys-
tems, applying and analyzing the findings,
and determining the resulting actions. The
staff should be involved in the decision
making to a degree that reflects the staff
composition. For example, teachers make
up the majority of the school staff and
should make up the majority of the deci-
sion-making group. They should he
elected to these position1by their peers.
Student representatives should be selected
by students, and need to be involved in
more than token numbers. They will need
to he assisted in selecting and develop-
ing their own criteria for evaluating pro-
grams and performance.

The evaluation of educational outcomes
is often a technical function requiring a
high level of professional expertise. Deci-
sions on assessment and on tests and
measurements in the various branches of
the curriculum should be mainly a staff
function. But both community and stu-
dents have a stake in deciding how well
the broad goals and objectives are being
accomplished.



The Result of Evaluating

The first Implication of performance
evaluation should be for staff develop.
ment, Once 'performance Inadequacies
are identified, massive Inservice activities
may be required. In this regard, the
relationships between the components
emerge clearly. InservIce activities fall
within the program component of the
paradigm, and other elements In that
component Immediately come Into play.
(For example, inservice or staff develop-
ment of any worth requires timP and
talent, each of which has important finan-
cial implications.) Good staff develop-
ment programs can be tailored to respond
to specific evaluation findings. if staff
development Is to meet the needs of
today's and tomorrow's;education, it must
be drastically different from the typical
week-before-school institutes of school
districts or the cash register courses that
schools of education offer.

This aspect of evaluationthe resulting
actionsmay be more significant than
any yet discussed. Unless the findings
from evaluating performance are used to
identify and implement Indicated pro-
grams for professional improvement, the
whole process will not have been worth-
while.

Due Process Aspects

Since so much of evacuation in the pres-
ent context relates to individuals, and
since it may affect their professional status
when the results are used for other than
instructional improvement, it is essential
that sound procedures for clue process he
included in any evaluation plan. Per-
formance evaluation, particularly, is threat-
ening to those who are being evaluated,
and it is often an onerous task for those
designated to carry it out, as well. The
potential influence of evaluation decisions
on human dignity and welfare ought to
call up one's deepest feelings of con-
science and sense of justice. Evaluation
plans must provide for a process that is
fair and humane, one in which justice is
inherent.

It is not the,intent of this article to deaf
in depth with general governance matters,
negotiations, and contract language, but
any evaluation program should embrace a
written, binding agreement on both sub-
stantive and procedural due process that
provides for open covenants openly ar-
rived at, appropriate levels of appeal, and
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arbitration machinery. A Handbook on
Negotiation for Improvement of the Pro-
fession contains a section on contract lan-
guage for evaluation that is useful for this
purpose.} Clear and detailed agreements
in this area protect the evaluatee from
unfair treatment mid the evaluator from
litigation.

Priorities and Resources

It is essential that evaluation be placed
In the broad context of program, per-
hrmance, and learning outcomes: he
based on multiple indices; and involve a
wide variety of personnel in the process.
All of this requires talent, time, and
money. There will be few good solutions
to the complicated problems of evalua-
tion unless the profession and the public
believe that it deserves major attention
among America's priorities for education,
and unless resources are allocated ac-
cordingly. The evidence at this time does
not provide us with much reason for
optimism.

The accountability movement appears
to he hell-bent on putting the monkey
on the teacher's back, with little regard
for the important effects of program pro-
visions on perforn ,-;',ce and with little
apparent knowledge of the difficulty in
relating performance to learning out-
comes. Some of the most rigorous of the
recent accountability laws lack financial
provisions for implementation. Califor-
nia's Stull Act is a case in point. Some
experts have estimated that it will cost
$50 to $60 million to implement. and the
California legislature has made no pro-
vision for such funding. School systems,
under mandate to implement the act this
year, will find themselves withdrawing
funds from other important sources to
do so.

Until both public and profession look
on evaluation as an important, continuous
activity in bringing about instructional
improvement and an integral part of the
instructional process itself, and until this
view is reflected in the allocation of
talent, time, and money, evaluation will
continue to be an ineffective tool at best.

FOOTNOTES

1. Rosenshine, Barak, and forst, Martha, in
ReNoarch in Teacher Education, A Symposium.
(Edited by 11. °thane( Smith.1 Englewood Cliffs,
Ni,:. Prentice-Hall, 1971, p. 56,

2. A Handbook on Negotiation for Impro,ement
of the Profession. Washington, D.C.: National Edu-
cation Association, 1971.
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EVALUATION of TEACHER PERPORMANOE AND SCHOOL

PROGRAMS: ,AN 'ANNOTATED13IBLIOGRAPHY

The evaluation of teacher performance is a complex and often seni
'Sitive matter that cannot, in faitnesS, be OeParated frOm the,eva,
Illation of school programs.. And when SchoOl'PrOgraMs are evaluated, the
National EducatiOn elieves that'',Ieducational Pr.aCtition04
at all levels sholrIld'be involved," (Resolution 7344)

Ngpo Continuing ReBolution (6) on EValUation ancl:SUbjective 114*
states;

Thellational Education.ASsotiation believes a major
respOnsibilityof,educatorS to partipipatejntheeValuatiorrof-
thi4AUality of their services. To enableHsduclator$ to meet
this responsibility more effect1.VelYi the .Association calls for
continued research and experimentation to deVelOPMeanS of ob-
JeCtive evaluation of, the performance ofallHedUCators, including-
identification of (a) factors that determine,prOfpesional compe-
tence;' (b) factors that determine the effeativeneeePf competent
professionals; (c) methods,Ofeyaluating effective professional
service;. and methods of recognizing'effectiVe prOfeesional
service through self - realization, personal status, and salary.

The Association also believes that evaluation's shoilld be con-
ducted for the purpose of improvement of performance and quality
of:instruction Offered to pupils, based upon written criteria
and following proCedures mutually developed by and acceptable to
the teacher association, the administration and the governing
board.

The Association insists that the evaluation program must recog-
nize the Tights Of the educator who is evaluated. These include
the right to:

This materiallnai been prepared to assist members of the united teaching profession in their quest for professional excellence.
More information Is available from your local N EA representative and the NEA's InforMation Center on instruction and Pro-

fessional Development.
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Gage,N.L., editor. 4afldated Evaluation ofducaQrs:'ACøxi
on Oa1ifQrz1a' a tu c nford: ene Or eear

Vél p e n- ching, o'IooZ -of- Edution, tanord 'Untyt'

1973. 357. pp. Assembly Bifl 293, which recently beoaniø ef

-- 1nQalifornia,reujros.thatafl
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aisj. in definition of aohievemOnt and in law and adm1niatration,.. -

¶JTheee proceedings "comprise a searching and constructively crttio,1

analysis of the Stull Act" to help those who must oop1y with it

and "should also be of interesi to readers in other states where

'similar legislation is being considered or adopted,"

Goode, belmer M,, editor. "Evaluation: Guide and Guardian." 3fl.s
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''f thailidterititide in eight categOries i' (1- 'of 'O6htent',
:methods: of-preeentation, ,.(3) ;lesson 'act vittee,, . 10.1earning.

r.

cOphere) : .(5, IrelatidnOhip to chtldreii*,-1:( ,) :!indiVI. al ',,d1;fferip.----,,,

ende-0-1-(1, .0hallerlging;thinkingri3O), .bi4U41.1)6 tIld.OPOdeneci;The_
''''rlfitOti, int'OOCAWP-IiMitationsOvtheir-JitUdrei047-POO'MOM.,

,10),Odkti408-foi.,:further re000Chi, '' ''. -
0

0 -0;' :Erne s", Rq' editor. Bch ol
DerkeleYo.',calit, s McCutc a s 0 ,orp.,

:,,Oolleation of 24 _of some of the bost-j" most canon 'writing44,finAhe.'4,
,field' of eyaluatibn to acquaint deoiSion maiters iiith_.the'laubpoot: in',.1,

a unique waY. The political nature-of evaluation to,' the -ma \ them:p

another views- evaluation',in its larger pocial-,:aontegt 'and if±,:-,Irlkr.gi, '

.---*-theMe , deals with the relationship ,bstWewdeoision MitkrIg',0,rick.M.-04,ii'

11Ation.- .

, ,.., , ,, .,., ,, .., ,A"'"L.
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.0 fr

H6titi. Paul Lt., editor. ','Evaluating 'School" Pertionne,L'r
--- ry Principal 52: 10-98; 'rebruary.14973.

olem of $6bools, tAia_at6untatAli,t$t-rtiovementonCWCtfp4004.t4,
state mandated evaluation are puttingjntee.preseureS:on,900M,:

:tore to evaluate, The 19 ,articles. in, special, ii.esue,,t0t.,:i*:0,.9eis-
;41,.,wide range of views_ and approacher:for. the PU,r0Pyr,Pt)PMAc1441
aelearer'pertipective on and greater,underatanding:Cf2,thelevtiklua

Bolen,

,Contributors are Harold Atm4triing).RObertOWOr0000
DolenvDale Bolton, Robert Carlsonv-Eyerette,,D0',VaUghn,J00.*1:
Dolan, William Drummond, Robert-Howsam, MadelitioJtOnter0ernar
.moKennal Charles: McKenna Harold. McNally, bonald'Medlq;-P0006,
.Munger, William.Pharis, Lorraine Poliakoff,'°James'Pephami-°00orge
'Redfern, and Warner Tobin.-..:(Repritits of,°A.gontopttIeit,T0040,;*:!
:Evaluation" (Bernard,Maenna) are avoilat;40 P,074 10441n0'''r i,;
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significant findings and lists the statements for evaluating the
academic arsa general areas, and personal qualifications.

Jones) A. S. "Realistic Approach to Teacher Evaluation." Cleartn
House 46: 474-81; April 1972. Jones says that "dissatis ac on
inTrithe existing procedures of teacher evaluation is widespread,
4n.effect -it has becOme an ongoing tradition having little rolay
tionship to instructional improvement," He presents here a
process which he has found to be satisfactory for "resurrection"
of evaluation as a progrpdsive component of the school system, de-
tailing purposes, rationale, objectives, procedures, and instru.
ments for evaluation by the principal, self, and'students.

Koblitz Minnie W. "Judging the Teacher." Today's Education 62;
47-46; April 1973. Should the'teacher in an open classroom be
evaluated by the same Procedures as the teacher in a traditional,.
one? This dialogue between two such teachers points up some ne6-
essary differences and important common denominators.

-Kult L. W.. "Alternatives to Teacher Evaluation." Clearing House 47:
277-79; January 1973. The author outlines major inequities in
evaluation, some implications of these inequities, and suggest6
three solutions .- anonymous evaluation via videotape; evaluates
selection of his evaluators from among possible choices; improve-
ment through writing of units, reports, professional articles, etc.-

Lewis, James J. Appraising Teacher Performance. West Nyack, N. Yi'
Parker Publishing Co I97. 27 pp. Lewa proposes abandoning
the comparative rating of teachers, substituting administrator -
teacher agreement on the qualityiof performance; and further, sub=
stituting a focus on teacher improvement for the old focus on short-
comings. In his proposed performance aPProwch to teacher evaluation,_
he presents practical material on implementing and, administering
the program, defining the structure, writing performance objectives,
developing skill objectives, setting innovative objectives, formu-
lating personal development objectives, coudseling, and motivation
and perception.

McCluskey, Lawrence. "Program Evaluation: An Overview." MBSC Ex,
change (Metropolitan School. Study Council) 31: 1-5; February 1573.
Four models of educational evaluation are presented: (1) Classi-
cal type model; which includes guidelines for formulating, classier.
fYing, and defining behavioral objectives; achieving objectives;
appraisal; and interpreting Performance data. (2) Accreditation
model, emphasizing the process of education rather than outcomes,
(3) Systems model, which encompasses the idea of evaluation as a
management feedback system. (4) Discrepancy model, combining the
best available methods for using evaluation as a program develop-
ment tool.

McKenna, Bernard H. Staffin the Schools. New York: Bureau of Pub-
lications, Teachers o ege, o um a niversity, 1965. Research .

findings of several hundred studies on-how many professionals are
heeded' for the schools, how .they should be deployed,,and-wtat 'should
be their characteristics.



'Pi fteacher Evaluation -Some Implications," Tod's.
1 55..561 February 1973. (Reprint available froM, ol-

lowing a succinct presentation of hoW it is vs. how it ought to be,
teacher evaluation is considered in the broader context of evalua-
tion_of program, performance

A
and learning outcomes I

'McKenna Bernard Ho Mueller, Dorothy (3,i and Poliakoff, Lorraine.
T ao er Evaluation: An Annotated Biblio ra.h Washington, D. 0.:

ear ng ouse on eac er yea on, 'ovem er 1971. 25 pp. In
the introduction to this 86-item bibliography, MoKenna gives his
views on leacher evaluation and his impressions of.the documents.
cited, The bibliography was compiled from. a search of ERICIs
earn, Education and Current Index to Journals-in Education.

McNally, Harold I. "Teacher Evaluation That Makes a Difference," Ed-
ucational Leadershi 29: 353-571 January 1972, Evaluation with

e o ea ve of mprOving learning should be a cooperative study
of the entire teaching-learning situation, This includes the
teacher, students) faoilities, available materials, staff ooncePt of

.eduoation, pupil evaluation, grading and rePor4ng,'and schedules.

Education

McNeil, John D. Toward Accountable Teachers: Their ..raisal and Im-
provement, New 'or : 0 , ne ar an s on, PP.
The intention here IS to provide practical procedures for identify-
ing strengths and'weaknesses of teachers and to delineate specific
courses of action for overcoming instructional deficiencies, This
book is for teachers who want to stUdy, their own teaching' ,and for
supervisors who have responsibilities for helping teachers to be,
come more effective with pupils and who want to be fair in-their as-
sessment of teachers. The central aim is to allow pupil progress
to become one of the criteria on which teachers are judged.

McNeil, 'John D., and Popham, W. James. "The Assessment of Teacher
Competence." Second Handbook of Research on Teaching. (Edited by
R. M; W. Travers.) Vashington,-D. b.t American Mcational Re-
search Association, 1973. Chap. 7, pp. 218-44. Since various views
exist about what teaching effectiveness is and there are numerous
applications of the construct, the authors attempt hero to delineate

'many:of the research aotivities of those with partidular bents and
to put theM'into.a framework which' will .relate them to (a) practio
tiOws who must make on..the-job decisions about teachers, and Ab)
`inveOtigatOrb Seeking knowledge about teaching. Their purpose is
._'to :shed` light on practices that 'are sapping fruitful Inquiry
-and-_confuSing-decision-making procedures. _

ei'wth Jack 4$ Perforiance-Based Teacher Education; Some i4e sureit and -Dedis er o, aSh-
g p ) er can ssoc a on o C011eges'for._Teatiher_Edilda-

33 -pp._ Thi6 paper highlights the, magnitude' --

:OftPlexities of the issues surrounding the evaluation probleM ih
litaTE#' MerWin- takes brief alto of past attempts to deal. ,with per,
10tmance measurement in educational settings, considers how the
assessment -fteeds-of.course-based teacher education compare with
--Wee-of PETE, and examines some "why" and "how" questions about
MeaOreMerit' aspects' of pBTE -program. , _ -
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ort,,Qn±a: ,tiettily 001.04,
40001;t0Vs _010..,01010g'617:X01301..ircets,to':OUtdOmecik.eir44r

IN0414Atand More.coMpletelythe:DP00119tiOrfunctiOn":111:
edtiCitiOn4-!lhe findingd were dumMaized"and interOreted't6"
provide,-.tentative,answersto 10 stated.quegtiono,on yariables,.
Ifiated btttetOtit -,, '004 teristit :4)14
VOItgroUnds,, pereionnelrele,tedof

,lecluiiixtento

AcV,Xitiarnctf. k bibliography of' the :studies timed inolltded,

sic' Education AsSociatiOni. InstrUctional Seriices
t''-Teache Interfa,ce.ow Learning

to
OolUmbV0.1_

sec a on).,41.44-179 Ppc., -According tO the foreword,- tg)i ,
collaCtion of materials reflects Oilks belief that !'teacher,:e'01

-tion, can and be direot04:t9Ward each tekcheri,'developing
itg:c;i4i1 needs for 'in-service' edlidation" and -that it'ls _641404

stratipni a responstbility to proiide for that educatiOni-"It
'incIUdeti a definitive statement on .avaluation, a prbtotyPa.off 4.1
praotioal appraisal system, four' models of appraisal-prOcedureS

,_,tesSIkrch analysis, strategy): positions _of, the 'OM And' thti tIsw
er_dify Edudation Association, ,guidolines developed Ski-1.0111

Suburban Teachers Aspooiation, 'a' listing of evaluation = system end.
:,resources, two urban evaluation prOgrams,, examples .of-P0sitiOn
descriptions, fair dismiss-al standards, and a.,bibiliographyi,,:

, .

ldsiRobert. Self-EvalUation for Teaoherd and 'Adminia rat°
Worthington, o. 00 nag men ne
According to Olds, the success of, 4h' evaluationsv4414ttell IPn ;tried:
-1tprovement of performance depends more on oelffPnO*600 au

self-evaluation than any other factor, , He' desbribeii;in'AittAW
sox.,ovAlixatIton Methdds- in the setting of performan04,,ObjeAitilitdk
the monitoring of performance data andtiVitik

)COnducting evaluation, and participating:in -f011OWNAI
- ,encOsi Instructions are' given* foi, develoPing a:personotlited-,!

instrument,.

l'Oliakoff, Lorraine s,' Evaluatin SchoOl Personnel To
:ton) D 00 : ERIC; Craanng s on eao or u a 0

-3; 11 4, A review and bibliOgraphy Of 'Selected :kiterat44
AA :t.10 ERIC system dealing ,wtth 0a1Utition' Of' 04'14'004'V:4'0'

dent 04,1-060.on: of: teaCher$ 1,, the ,te$,Orty

t1411414:, J4mes Evaluating InstruCtiC .
ewoodrt 01

A00#!.11414: Pr .c4.1,-4rAto=,-q).11.1

110-9r, nOru010A, 0010W- ':4-mProvi,n4 -p41,1

Nantfer te-ftS:r7--ff'o-opa'r

t 1614 nesathl
4evOiciiV,W6ritesiiA al4i4t06644Ce0060yre-

061104:- Oda'
80,446 '9 To-'1#6,6 niz 100od

0601; -Bloomington 'PF4--Delta kaptia: theit Ionat-Younda.*.',
op, 1973 k..:42.-pp-4 ,..cOnCise-tre'atment of th4=''SChool ,roform,'H

0010fitifOlirding: year-,b, OinthiStOrk:-44ChOWCritidi020-
votateil:10,4VW1115i4',0ii6
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ng on, 0.1

of. a
0. .0Une 0 c on, pp, This 1.8 a- OMPlete

Or ninemyear investigation to identify 'some major'
patterns of teacher behavior attitudes, viewpoints) and intel-
104ta1 and emotional qualities. The study also developed 11)4
-ptxqwerittj suitable for the estimation_ of patterns of claeirocim
behavior and personal qualities.

Sandefur, J. T., and Bressler, Alex A. laseroom Observati
-Systems in Preparing School Personnel, ^as ng o 1 ERIO

,,_:A0040.41101440. OP:TeaoW%Eduot4iPb, XaTch 1.970. 32,431). hits r

etatemoffthe-art paper describes the more important-olaler0*;
observation systems grouped into affectivevcognitive, And
multidimensional categories. Among concIusions'suggestedare,.
that the systems (affective being the most ,widely Used) -have
contributed to a greater emphasis on laboratory experience,and'
Thumanizing" teaching. A 32-item bibliography is appended.

Shaw, Jane S. ,"StUdents Evaluate Teachers and (Better Sit-Down)'''
It Works." -N tionis Schools 91: 49-53; April'1973:%40rosecthe,
-country forma programs of student evaluation or teapher$

, replacing the more casual approaches taken in the past, Shaw
discusses programs which are operating in' s. number of Schobl-die!f
tricts.and the forms developed for them. A brief, annotatealieit'
of selected evaluation .forms and how to get themAeinolUckeid*

Simon, Anita) and Boyer, E. Oil, editors. 'Mirrors f014.130haViorCAO:
'Antholo of Classroom Observation Instrument's;

5esearc or e er 00 s, s XXV and Sum
selected-university libraries and R&D,centere-:Y-

through interlibrary loan. This collection of 79'elasSroomolo',!.

nervation aysteMs includes-descriptions and rationales ,written
authorP Of the systems and, when available, research study4indinge
user's manuals, and other supplementary,, material's. Typq.0f=amituriliv
ication measured and learning setting vary widely among Witr(iMents'i

st

The summary, volume includes a 700-item bibliography.,

Smithman, Harold H,, and Lucio, WilliaM H. "SUpervision:by Object
fives: Pupil AchieVement as a Measure of Teacher,Performancel
Educational Le0derehiP311 338-443,January-1974.-,This;Art1:010
ikrbaeed*qtn-unPtibl,i8h0d,dOctoral,0,0Y-WhoPO:Pur0040E140Wt
,determine` -the extent WtAlioh otiorvtAriwtiyo)460,W0014.7
'1110#(40 l*P14-,4011:00Ment and to discoVer.Whether,,thicp*Cedet,
TOOUlte4;Wev41.440nC9fteaching:more germane' toJinStr4040114

--:41,44,1e-whOse,tqaoher,s,wer6 wralmatodOWOOMO:
-900-tropled,444.4'who-6e teaoher-a weyd,eval,t14edoico:-4ittifig
0,0,6111(;7tdAoheiis uvolvo.exoresped a-preference:,fon.0414*t
'let* 01)1101: performance.-- ; 1 ;

c4oi?ert8._Accountability::-Assessment.,Probleme'and_Poteibil
tieW"-Journal-of-Teacher Education 2/1:- -205-141411-'19M,:
part of k;u0mponium on_Nrformance-Based Teacher Education," this
14014'diookishes-two,major-strOogies"ill the evalutitiO4-of tesChinrC
"44,116me4s4reherit(Pf'PupilgrOwth and 'measurement of--teaOhing-
*Oiot;-'3601:Ool*ent's'till,Vtir program's Of:eccountability.on-'

y



-83r
'cbmi:4itenoysbased teacher education are to be implemented, qstem-
title Observation appeard to be 'one of the more promising 'assess,.
meat prboethireti for 'Measuring teaching Skill," He coriblUdeS by
raising 'aolie illustrative 'Oeationel on responsibilities, of -

schools and society which " seem not to be included in discussions,
of aboountabilityi" ailking; "Are. they relevant; or -is only the
'etkoher accountable?"

StemnoOk; Suzanne K. Evaluating Teaching Performance. Educational
Research, 197. Ma'shington)T, 0:1
National, 0,-Ed40104 -.A,8000.tatign):1.97?4,. -60, pp . This :circular,
provides' information on tebbniques being used to eviluate[.teactir'
ing performanee.., 'Responses, to s ,questiorinaire by 155- hool
syStems '25, 000 and 4 over ADIe are* tabulated' and coded by ehrollr
merit, Size. '1,UrpOsed tof 'eValtiationj frequency or OvalUation) - .
efrvaluatOre,' Valuation prbOedUreh) and appeal prodedures,e.re
covered, Ten representative' ; forms are appended',

# Y., . ,

Evaluating thee Evaluator,''` Circular No. 4';'' 1973; Arlington)
Educafional'esearOh;Oervice, 19734 48 pp, An updated

report on blientrCihter4d! evaluation), inCluditig. some -statistice,'-'.1
and sample forinS:gathered'ih a, SUrVey,'',Of?i,,sdhoo.1 :practiceif,
systems Otir011ing 10900. orr_ In a -60 'percen ;reap_ ri

-010re' systems -_,-report student I evaluation: of 'teachers ,than''any-
'other- type of -01iententel7ed evaluation; although
reported it: as -beibet.0Eiton).4i0ki lioweVer4 thea SurveY yielded=-:
tifore' toine for teacher _evaluation' of principalt ;'the.n: for the-'forifie
type.' -Seven ,fOrine ter student evaluation of 'teachers are in61U,de0,,
among thoset'selected :t..OrTi,reproduction- in' the report'.
ra,PhY crevfoted;',16,)r.gelk..to` student` ratingeand a li.stbOf,
Commercially,- available Client.centered'' evaruatiort forMs'id, apppyi0,0L

Sturnebeam, and Other0 Educational Evalu tibn and
Decision Making., BlboMington; Tnd'. t, a on u omm 00:0

-TRalttaiph;j.hil),elta,,Kapta)-1971.' 368'pp.-'Th-e four Major
objectivewof'thi6,-etudy:'WerCto-delineate the state'of our knowl,-
edge about the evaluatibn-:procese)to'examineexisting-modelsi,
to synthesize their,etrengths into a new model,-and to provide
operatippal guidelihes'''for implementing'it, Thenew model,lnto,T4
relates tour types bi* evalUationcontext, inpUt) process) and !,=
prOuat -A 'glo'ssary-of terms is included.,

'puccessful' Teacher-, Evaluation, (Motion !picture') 10 min-. ). sound)
061.0r.-) `--WiTfillrea'): Ohio : $chool Management Institute;
This film =,is' designed _for-multiple showings in' training prograirie:_.
tor 0.04.1:iat6iis and evrAvatees and covers objectives
mance ()Valuation. -k six-step evaluation .cycle is explained, With
animation and photography. Two demonstration- target - setting`
sessions-show common difficulties. Conditions are given- for.
evalUation 'conference's, wo common problems are draMatized i.n
teaCher-principal situations: Host- Oeorge Redfern gives- tips for

--prograiri stIceess-,-. The film is of greatest value in repeat and --
-,stopstart shoWinge with discussion and role playing. (See also

vavlueting Teachl,Perforrnance' filmstrips, )



PerforMance Evaluation. (60-Mih, audio-ecee or ng on, s oo = negement Institute,
,1973. Devoted to teOhniqUes involved in the setting of perfOr.-
mance objectives on "targets" in the evaluative procedure.
Recorded portions.of real tareet-setting sessions are used to
illustrate this proceduresYhiPh is demanding of skills of evalua-
tw and evaluators.

:tioier, Arthur, editor, Evaluation ReconsIderedt A Podition Paper,
end Su ortin Documents osi Evaluatin Chan e and Chan in
va ua on, ew or s or s op en er o pen uca on, City

college, MO 1973, 781)1Y. The poOtion statement, which
"judge(s) external assessment and find(s) the present situation
wanting, is followed up by a collection of papers presenting
other issues and perspectives, alternative approaches to evalua-
tion, diagnoStic instruments, the Visiting committee report on
the Vine School in Cincinnati, and excerpts from a'study by the
Center for the Study of Responsive Law.

Watman, Thomas J. Series,of articles.on'"Improving Teacher
,Effectiveness." Clearing House 46: 190-92, November 1971;
254-56, December s January 1972; 382.84, February
1972; 447-48, March 1972; 510-12, April 1972; 567-68, May 1972.'
This series of separately titled articles focuses on how to avoid
the possibility of no growth or lessehing effectiveness of teach-
ers even as they become more experienced. Mdst are addressed to
the teacher, discussing a process for self-appraisal and
provement; procedures for improving techniques; evaluating the
classroom setting, activities, and materials; measuring inter-
action; sources of instruments for student evaluation of 'schools
and teachers, for measuring teacher aptitude and attitudes, and
for teacher self-evaluation; and becoming more professional.. The_
final.articlo deals with establishing a systeethat attemptd to
_make compatible the two major goals of supervision--assisttng
teachers to improve their effectiveness and providing a basis for
promotion, transfer, retention, or dismissal.

J4icks, Larry E. "Opinions Differs Teacher Evaluation." T da
Education 62: 42.43; March 1973, Although it is genera y.
WMMt teacher evaluation is needed, there are conflioting
"views on why the need exists, the goals-and purposes, evaluative
Orlterial'hOw,to should' do it, and'eveh on whether
eValUationCan'be meaningful, .This article` desOribes:brieflY'a
Oiptnationalp.stateelOcal association prcject'On evaluation and
1110_00 dome-excerpts froM guidelines developed by ,th6 Minnedota
Education-AdsociAtOh;



nee council on Instruction
and professional development
1973-74

The Council is broadly representative of the united teaching profession and
serves as an advisory group to NEA governing bodies and to the NEA Instruction
and Professional Development staff, Council members, who are appointed by the
NEA president for three-year terms, provide IPD staff a continuing dialogue with
practitioners,

Robert Lipscomb, Chairperson
1414 Big Cove Road
Huntsville, Ala. 35801
Classroom Teacher
(Term expires 1974)

Min Koblitz, Vice-Chairperson
32 Jefferson Road
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
Classroom Teacher
(Term expires 1974)

Rosita Cota, Project Director
5620 N. Genematas Drive
Tucson, Ariz. 85704
Model Cities-Bilingual/

Multicultural Project
(Term expires 1976)

Peggy Webster Hays
317 Letcher Avenue
Lexington, Va. 24450
Classroom Teacher
(Term expires 1976)

Melvin Leasure
31155 Milton
Madison Heights, Mich, 48071
Classroom Teacher
(Term expires 1974)

!della Lohmann
2.102 University
Stillwater, Okla. 74074
University Professor
(Term expires 1976)

Marjorie Lowman
Schneider School
Farmer City, Ill. 61842
Classroom Teacher
(Term Expires 1976)

Johnnye D. Middleton, Jr.
71 Sigwin Drive
Milford, Conn. 08480
Classroom Teacher
(Term expires 1976)

Doris Ray
1209 Tenth Avenue
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701
Classroom Teacher
(Term expires 1976)

Robert Threatt, President
Morris Brown College
643 Hunter Street, N.W.
Atlanta, Ga. 30314
(Term expires 1974)

Janice B. Willis
700 Eleventh Street
Goldsboro, N.C. 27530
Classroom Teacher
(Term expires 1976)

Darlene Wilson
2265 Camino Rey
Fullerton, Calif. 92633
Classroom Teacher
(Term expires 1976)

NEA Executive Committee Liaison

Catharine Barrett
Immediate Past President of NEA
361 Green Street
Syracuse, WY. 13203
(Term expires 1974)

Skit:lent NEA Representativo

Pat Karst, President
Student Wisconsin Educ. Assn.
78 Sixth Street
Fond du Lac, Wiso. 54936
(Term expires 1974)
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INSTRUCTION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT-NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, 1201 16TH ST., NW, WASHINGTON, DC 20036
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EVALUATION AND SUINIEGTIVE RATINGS
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Educationd

r @ @

r r

.110110nel
Assoclation believes that It is a Major risponalbility 6(441000i to participate

tt the 'evaiu- Oh' Of the '4uelitir of their services. To enable educators to meet this reipOnsibillty more

: anactivelyj J, 4sscciasion calls for continued reseerCh and ,experimentation to develop rrieene§r objective ,- _.

41Z-e. -1Yafti)1)61:0_ itiaperlormenda 01 all aclocators;..inciOdIno Itienti.1(Oetidri of (a) fa0000 that deterM nofprOfes:

liikihaCOOMpatencer (b lectOre that determine the effeCt(v00000 'of tiorripetent. PrOfesstoinals) le),hilithOcta of
:A.,!.40iiiklet(tit, eNctIVU,pectieiltkil)01- serylcai, and '41).mifthOda of re0o(1114010 0_11000, Or9f11.$10041011/100;''

lii0(itilf arlif+realivitiOn" 'personal status, and tilary , ,' . ,": .. '. ;, -;, = , -- .-. .,'. : ', ,- ,-,,,

the AssoclatiOrieltia believes that evalustions.shotild be conducted for ,the purpose of IMproVement.of

perfortntince: and:otialltio of InstrUction,.offeredto pupils, based upon Written criteria and following pro.,--;;_y,-,,:,-.

j;,,-, cedufet ifiktuelly 'developed by- and acceptable tO'' the toach4t association, theedininiatration and the
,

s _ ,

board.ooVernin0 board. A r

'''The Assoclit)on' insists that the evaluation program must rocognie the Of l'the etkiCCetd,r4116:4

evaluated. These include the right to

Information concerning the evaluation procedure of the school district Or instltutióii.

b.: Open evaluation 'without subterfuge and advance notice of tvaluation visits with discuoilon of the

tootles goals and rnethodso.
.

(So over) -,
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THE EARLY WARNING KIT

on

THE EVALUATION OF TEACHERS

The Early Warning Kit can help members of a local association to-

1. Examine ways In which teachers are being evaluated.

2. Assess the appropriateness of instruments being used to measure teacher performance.

3. Assure that teachers are held accountable only for those activities that may be expected of
professionals.

4. Guarantee due process for teachers.

6. Assure that evaluation results are used in designing in-service education for teachers.



The Early Warning Kit

Education association members can use this Klt to stimulate discussion and action about teacher evalua
tion.

Additional Information on choosing evaluation Instruments, assessing the reliability of evaluation instru-
ments, and implementing evaluation procedures Is available from the National Education Association to
help the local association take appropriate action. Write to IPD Program and Performance Evaluation, Na.
tionat Education Association, 1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, or call (207) 833187.

We hope the Early Warning Kit will help you. Wa also hope the Kit helps accomplIsh the Intent of NEA
Resolution C6 on evaluation. (See the last card.)

Richard CortrIght*
Frances QuInto*

*Other contributing /PD staff members are Margaret Knispel, Bernard McKenna, and Geraldine Pershing.
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ONEHOUR WORKSHOP PLAN FOR USING
THE EARLY WARNING KIT ON THE EVALUATION OF TEACHERS

1. Distribute Early Warning Kits and pencils to all participants at smallgroup tables and
ask that one person at each table volunteer as recorder.

2. Instruct participants to read, individually, all the 10 Warning Cards and Summary Card
and circle responses to the questions.

Minutes

6

10

3. Each participant should then report his responses to his table group while the recorder
tallies them on the Tally Card. 10

4. Record the table tallies on newsprint or blackboard In view of the entire workshop.

5. Call for general discussion of the meaning of the tallies. Instruct each table group to
select one member to prepare a brief statement on teacher evaluation while the dis-
cussion is going on 15

6. After the general discussion, have each writer read his statement and ask for its ac
ceptance or rejection by the workshop. 6

7. Hold a strategy session on next steps, including how the local association can prepare a
defense to unfair evaluation. 10



WARNING CARD 1

Accountability

Does the public, as well as the school administration, believe that teachers should be held accountable for
student schist anent as measured on standardized tests or other tests?

YES NO DON'T KNOW

If YES: Explain how they expect teachers to be accountable.
What action is taken related to those teachers who are not considered accountable?

If NO: How is tho subject of accountability viewed In your district?

If DON'T KNOW: How can teachers find out what planning Is taking place that might hold
teachers responsible for student progress?

(See over)



WARNINQ1 The work of teachers is constantly being evaluated not only by supervisory personnel but by
students and by the fay public as it criticizes educational products. Teachers should be
prepared to respond affirmatively. One appropriate response Is to take a hard look at pro-
grams to Improve the schools.

It Is Important to understand that it is inyalid and patently unfair to judge teachers on the
,

basis of student achievement on standardized tests. Substantial research supports this con-
clusion; Teachers need to communicate this understanding to parents. The association can
prOvide teacherparent channels of communication.



WARNING CARD 3

Nontenurecl Teachers

Are nontenured teachers in your school district formally evaluated?

YES NO DON'T KNOW

If YES: Describe the evaluation process. (When? How often? By whom?)
In what way is this method of evaluation satisfactory or unsatisfactory to teachers?

If NO: What Information does the administration gather on teacher performance?
How Is the information gatheredand by whom?
How is the Information used?

to.. Immo op.

If the answer is NO teachers may want to proceed through the other cards in the Kit since some form of
evaluation may be planned and eventually Implemented by the school district.

If DON'T KNOW: How can teachers find out?

(See over)



WARNING; Every teacher should he knowledgeable about the processes by which evaluation is carried

out in the school system.

Currently most teachers are evaluated in limited and subjective ways: principal's or super-
visor's observations and/or checklists.

Invalid and unreliable methods of evaluating teachers can lead to inaccurate findings and
unfair action, such as allegations of incompetence, probationary status, or summary dis-

missal,
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WARNING CARD 6

Styles of Teaching and Learning

Does the evaluation of ,teachers take into account variations in teaching styles and in learning styles?

YES NO

If YES: How are variations in teaching and learning styles defined and explained?
What inservice experiences have been or will be made available to help teachers learn

appropriate teaching styles for different kinds of students?
Do you think these experiences are or will be adequate?

If NO: Are teachers involved in selecting and designing in-service education experiences?
Conversely, if they are, not involved, are these decisions made by the administration

or university faculty?

(See over)



WARNING: Most laldon, administration. or university-designed in-service days are of little valuo,

Evaluation should lead to Improved teacher competence through the provisions of teacher-

designed in-service education experiences. Teachers are dissatisfied with traditional in
service education and can make significant changes by contributing to the dwelopment and
conduct of In-service programs.



WAFINIG CARD 8

Evaluation Instruments

a. Is an Instrument to evaluate teachers in use in the school system?

YES NO DON'T KNOW

If YES: Who selected or developed the instrument?

If NO: Why should teachers be involved in developing/selecting an evaluation instrument?

Is the evaluation instrument available to teachers?

YES NO DON'T KNOW

If YES: Flow do teachers get a copy?

If NO: How can the association ensure that teachers obtain copies?

(See over)



WARNING: Unless the evaluation instrument is In writing and available to teachers, teachers are not
guaranteed they will know how and on what basis they have been evaluated.

Teachers should know what is being used to evaluate them and how it is being used.
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Has the teshrs-assOciatIon been involved in. the development selection, or adoption of the evaluation ,

YES NO

WARNING CA00.,8

ation Involvement,

MO We We !WV

..

If NISI What was the association involvement?
Was it adequate and effective?
Has the association taken a policy position on teacher evaluation?
If so, do you agree with It?

If NO: Is the association await of the potential danger of unfair' and inadequate teacher eval-
uation as it affects teacher emplOyMent, promotipn, and retention?

What can you do to Make the association aware? '
How can the, local association be orgariizeci 'to. meet this stringent threat to teacher:

members?



Wit_ficitif,;04:600k,*Itwoistortitiii 10`the_i_eiection,,iclopI(on,: or davelopMen(Of the eValue.

=
iiOtt(tnieni;:thera k t4tis iiko-liho6ci It Will be iJssa adeeturatoO'artid-fayiyito evatuafe

to4hert

If Wchers do nOt take a strong pOtition on teacher performance evaluation, they will be un.,

,
able to benefit from this irppoftent and 'sensitive aotivitY. Wherever Possible, asioClations.

-,'should negotiate items for the evaluation of teachers,

-

4 1-
1



WARNING CARr) 9

Who Shalt Evaluate?

a. Does a department chairinan evaluate teachers? YES NO

b. Does the principal evaluate teachers? YES NO

c. Does a supervisor evaluate teachers? YES NO

d. Does the superintendent evaluate teachers? YES NO

e. Do teachers evaluate other teachers (peer evaluation)? YES NO

f. Does a teacher evaluate himself (selfevaluation)? YES NO

g. Do students evaluate teachers? Y ES NO

For each YES response: Flow well qualified to evaluate are the evaluators?
Have the evaluators been trained to evaluate?

For each NO response: Who do you think should carry out the evaluation?
How should they be trained so that they carry out the evaluation in the

most competent and fair manner?
Does the use of the results of evaluation lead to the design of in-service

training?



WARNING: When evaluation is carried out by only one evaluator there is danger of bias. And when
evaluators are not properly trained, the results are likely to- have little reliability.

Training personnel to evaluate teacher performance is a complex task; therefore, whoever
does the evaluating should be adequately trained for the purpose.

Sufficient time should be allowed for full and complete evaluation of all aspects of teacher
performance.



WARNING CARD 10

Quo Procesa

If teachers are judged as inadequate, are they guaranteed due process by the association's contract withthe district?

YES NO

If YES: How is due process guaranteedlegally.or otherwise?
Do provisions apply adequately to the process of evaluation in the school district, that is:

is there assurance of prior consent as to when evaluation will occur?
Is there provision for a follow-up conference at an early time?
is the teacher provided with a written copy of the evaluation?
Is there opportunity for the teacher to respond and to piece such response in
writing in his or her personnel file?
Are there several levels of appeal if the teacher is dissatisfied with his or herevaluation?

If NO How can the association move swiftly to make sure these due process guarantees are
provided for its members?

(See over)
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To be used to record the responses of each person responding to the Warning Cards.

%min Card

1. Accountability

2 Tenured leathers

. Nontenured
Teachers

Purposes of
Evaluation

a.
b.
c.
d.

Styles of
Teaching and
Learning

Don't Know J Comments

(See over.)



Warning Card

6. Evaluation
Instruments

a.
b.

. Function of
Evaluation
instruments

a.
b.
c.

Association
Involvement

Who Shall
Evaluate?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

10. Due Process

es Don't Know Comments


